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NOMENCLATURE 
[A] Concentration of A in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[A*] Solubility of A in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Anp] Concentration of A on microphase, kmol/cm^ MP 
A Cumulative surface area of crystal, cm^ 
a Surface area of calcium citrate particles, cm^/g; also. 
Stoichiometric coefficient for A 
amp Surface area of microphase per unit volume of aqueous phase, 
cm^ MP/cm^ cont. 
[B] Concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Bo] Initial concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Bmp] Concentration of B on microphase, kmol/cm^ MP 
B° Nucleation rate, nuclei/cm^ min 
b Stoichiometric coefficient of reactant; also, 
Constant in heterogeneous nucleation eq[uation 
C Solubility of crystallizing species ia the continuous phase, 
kmol/cm^ cont. 
CA Dimensionless concentration of A in continuous phase 
CAmp Dimensionless concentration of A on microphase 
CB Dimensionless concentration of B in continuous phase 
Cg Initial dimensionless concentration of B in continuous phase 
CBmp Dimensionless concentration of B on microphase, kmol/cm^ MP 
Cp Concentration of product produced, by reaction, kmol/cm^ cont. 
Csol Concentration of product in the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
DA DifiEusivity of A in continuous phase, cm^/s 
Dp Diffiisivity of microphase in continuous phase, cm^/s 
dp Diameter of microphase constituent, ^m 
foe Coupling parameter for uptake 
G Growth rate, ^un/s 
Ko Uptake coefficient for A, cm/s 
Ko' Uptake coefficient for B, cm/s 
ka Shape factor for crystal siirface area 
kc Mass transfer coefficient for crystal growth, cm/s 
kg Growth rate constant, ^un/s 
kL Mass transfer coefficient for solid dissolution, cm/s 
kL,MP Mass transfer coefficient for uptake in microphase, cm/s 
kmn Rate constant for reaction in continuous phase, 1/s 
kmp Rate constant for reaction on microphase, 1/s 
kn Nucleation rate constant, 1/s 
kv Shape factor for volume of crystal 
L Characteristic length of crystal, (im 
L Cumulative crystal length, cm 
lo Volumetric hold.-up of microphase, cm^ MP/cm^ total 
vi 
M Cumulative mass of crystal, g 
Vm Hatta number 
MW Molecular weight, g/mol 
m Reaction order of calcium citrate or solute A in general 
niA Distribution coef&cient of A between microphase and continuous 
phase, (kmol/cm^ MP)/(kmoiycm3 cont.) 
N Cumxdative niunber 
n Reaction order of B; also. 
Population density 
p Stoichiometric coefficient for reaction product 
RA Specific rate of absorption of A, kmol/cm^ s 
Rai Instantaneous specific rate of absorption of A, kmol/cm^ s 
r Reaction rate for the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ s 
rmp Reaction rate for the microphase, kmol/cm^ s 
t Time, s 
tc Contact time of surface element, s 
V Volume of reactor, cm^ 
V Cumulative crystal volume, cm^ 
X Distance from gas or solid-liquid interface, cm 
5 Film thickness, cm 
X Distance of reaction plane when A and B react instantaneously, cm 
p Density, g/cm^ 
vu 
X Dimensionless time 
(|) Enhancement factor for heterogeneous reaction 
(f>m Enhancement factor for mass transfer 
v|/5 Flux of A at film boundary 
vm 
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ABSTRACT 
The mathematical model developed in this study considered reaction, 
crystallization, and microphase processes simultaneously to describe 
"autocatalytic" microphase action more effectively. Simulations were 
performed to determine the effect of crystal growth rates, nucleation rates 
and the initial crystal size distribution on the overall reaction rate 
enhancement produced by the microphase. The growth kinetics and the 
crystal size distribution were found to have a significant influence on the 
heterogeneous reaction rate. These results call into question previous models 
developed to describe "autocatalytic" microphases, as none of them include 
appropriate crystallization kinetic models. 
In the reaction system of solid calcium citrate and Hquid sulfuric acid, 
the solid reaction product, calcium sulfate, functions as an "autocatals^tic" 
microphase to enhance the rate of reaction and crystallization. Significant 
reaction rate enhancement was observed experimentally at the onset of 
calcium sulfate nucleation creating an "autocatal5^c" effect. Indeed, 
enhancements approaching a factor of 3 were observed under different initial 
conditions. 
The previously proposed microphase mechanism attributes the 
multiphase reaction rate enhancement to the increase in mass transfer of the 
sparingly soluble solute from the interface to the bulk reaction phase. This 
mechanism was e:q)erimentally verified, when increased mass transfer rates 
without reaction occurring were found to mirror the reaction rate 
enhancement. Reaction and mass transfer rate enhancement increased with 
increasing microphase loading until 1.87 g/L microphase (2.5 g/L CaS04 
crystals), when the effect of new nuclei is negligible. These experimental 
results were used to validate the theoretical model. 
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CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Multiphase reactions involving a ^aringly soluble sohd in a liquid are 
quite common in the chemical and phannaceutical industries. These reactions 
can be chemical controlled, division controlled, or be controlled simultaneously 
by diffusion and reaction. A recent trend in the design and analysis of such 
reactions/reactors is to enhance the rates of dif^sion by various means. One 
method of enhancing the diffusion rate is to use a microphase. When one of the 
products of the reaction is a soHd, enhancements can be achieved by using this 
solid in microphase form. Since the enhancement occurs only after the reaction 
product nucleates and the product itself is involved in the enhancement, this 
process is regarded as "autocatalytic" microphase behavior. Of particular 
industrial importance is the reaction of calcium citrate sohd with sulfuric acid 
liquid to produce the industrially useful citric acid and by-product soHd calcium 
sulfate. The intention of the present research is to study such systems in 
general, and the calcium citrate-sulfuric acid system in particular, and propose a 
microphase bsised methodology for enhancing the reaction rates. Principles in 
reaction engineering and crystallization must be combined with the theory of 
microphase action in order to completely explain these systems. 
A better understanding of these "autocatalj^tic" microphases would enable 
their appHcation to other industrially important reaction and crystallization 
systems. In many solid-liquid reaction systems found in the pharmaceutical 
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industry, simultaneous dissolution of the solute, reaction, and crystallization of 
the product occur due to their low solubilities (Paul and Rosas, 1990). This 
process occurs quite frequently because most sjnithetic active products are 
formed by heterogeneous reactions and must be crystallized to obtain the final 
soHd product. The bioavailability and stability of the active component in the 
final dosage form can depend on the crystal size distribution (Paul and Rosas, 
1990). Most of the pharmaceutical processes are batch operations where 
optimization of the reaction rate, which is typically low, and selectivity, as well 
as the crystal size distribution, are important. For these processes, the 
principles of microphase action can be exploited to greatly enhance the overall 
reaction rate and improve the selectivity of the desired product. Knowledge of 
the microphsise action can also lead to improved control over the final crystal 
size distribution. 
A microphase is described as a dispersed phase with particles, droplets, or 
bubbles that are smaller than the difEusion length of lie solute. The diffusion 
film length is usually between 50 and 100 ^un, whereas the microphase 
constituent size is usually less than 10 (im. The microphase interacts with the 
dissolved solute near the macrointerface (the interface between the solute phase 
and the phase in which reaction occurs), and removes the solute from the 
vicinity of the macrointerface either by reaction or facilitated transport into the 
bulk phase. This decreases the solute concentration near the macrointerface, 
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thereby increasing the driving force for mass transfer of the sohite into the 
continuous phase. Many researchers have shown microphases greatly increase 
the rate of absorption or dissolution of multiphase reactions. In certain 
situations, a microphase will not only increase the rate of absorption, but will 
also improve the selectivity of the desired product (Tinge et al., 1987; Mehra 
andSharma, 1988). 
In view of the above, the present research was undertaken with three 
main objectives. The first objective was to develop a mathematical model which 
incorporated reaction, crystallization, and microphase theories to predict the 
reaction rate enhancement for "autocataljrtic" microphase systems. The second 
objective was to experimentally verify the reaction rate enhancement due to the 
calcium sxilfate crystals acting as a microphase. The final objective was to verify 
that the mass transfer enhancement was the underlining phenomenon creating 
the observed overall reaction rate enhancement. 
Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is written around a set of papers prepared for 
publication in technical journals. Chapter One gives a general introduction into 
the basic concepts of microphases and their industrial uses. Chapter Two 
details general background information on the microphase mechanism, 
controlling regimes, and crystallization kinetics and modeling. Chapter Three 
and Four are a pair of papers, where the first details the theoretical modeling 
4 
and the second discusses the expeiimental aspects of this research. Detailed 
literature surveys are included in these two chapters from previous theoretical 
modeling and experimental studies. General conclusions and recommendations 
are highlighted in Chapter Five, ^pendix One shows an example of the 
FORTRAN computer program which was used for the theoretical simulations. 
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CHAPTER TWO: GENERAL BACKGROUND 
This chapter discusses three main topics: microphase mechanisms, 
controlling regimes, and crystallization kinetics for a batch reactor/crystallizer. 
These three subjects are essential for understanding the experimental results 
and developing a comprehensive model for "autocataljrtic" microphase systems. 
Therefore, a description of microphase mechanisms and a summary of the 
pertinent theories of controlling regimes, both macro- and microregimes, and 
crystallization are given. 
Microphase Mechanisms 
Microphases can be composed of many different materials, such as 
microemulsions, catalysts, slurries, reactants, reaction products, and others. 
Due to this wide variety of compositions, microphases can act in several ways. 
Mehra (1990a) was the first to classify microphases into three types: sinks, 
catalysts, and sources. Each of these acts differently. A sink may be chemically 
or physically active, but it does not aid in the reaction or emit any extrinsic 
species. The mechanism of sink and catalyst type microphases is illustrated in 
Figure 1. The solute A will absorb onto the sink type microphase. The reactant 
B will also absorb onto the microphase if it has £in affinity for the microp articles, 
and reaction between A and B will ensue on the microphase. The product will 
then be released. If B is not present on the microphase, the microphase will 
carry the solute fix)m the liquid film into the bulk phase. The basic action of a 
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® Microparticle +A +B 
® Microparticle 
© Microparticle +A 
widi reaction on surface 
of microparticle; unless 
B does not absorb, then 
Microparticle +A 
Figure 1: Mechanism for sink and catalyst type microphases 
sink is to facilitate the transport of A from near the macrointerface to the bulk. 
The mechanism of a catalyst type microphase is similgir to that of a sink, except 
it provides for reactive interaction between A and B. An in-depth discussion of 
previous studies investigating these types of microphases is given in the 
literature survey section of chapters 3 and 4. 
The solute A does not diffuse onto a source type microphase. The source 
type microphase transports B into the vicinity of the macrointerface to react 
with A. The mechanism of the source type microphase is shown in Figure 2. 
Usually a source type microphase is composed of the reactant B itself, either in a 
slurry of fine particles or as microbubbles of the gas reactant. The source type 
microphase is not useful unless the reaction is fast enough to deplete B in the 
difftision film. This implies that the reaction rate is limited by the diffusion rate 
of B. Microparticles or microbubbles can enter the film, where B is not 
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• Microparticles of B 
O Microparticles of B 
reacting with A 
Figure 2: Mechanism for source type microphase 
saturated, and dissolve into the reaction phase for immediate reaction. The 
source microphase delivers more reactant into the film so the distance A and B 
need to diffuse for reaction is shorter. This has been shown to enhance the rate 
of reaction (Bhagwat et al., 1987; Sada et al., 1980; Uchida et al., 1975). 
Although source type microphases deserve mention, they will not be the focus of 
this dissertation. 
When heterogeneous reactions are accompanied by crystallization of a 
product in the same Kquid phase, the microcrystalline product will act as a 
microphase, as long as it has an affinity for the solute. An "autocataljrtic" 
microphase is usually a sink. The mechanism for the microphase composed of a 
reaction product is the same as described above in Figure 1 for a sink type 
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microphase, except if there is reaction in the film, then the microparticles can be 
formed and grow within the diffiision film itself. 
Controlling Regimes 
The enhancement of the rate caused by the microphase is dependent on 
the controlling regime of the reaction. Different modeling techniques are used 
for each type of regime. Macroregimes control dif^sion and chemical reaction 
for the interface between the solute and the bulk phase. Microregimes control 
the diffusion and chemical reaction for the interface between the microp article 
and the continuous phase. 
Macroregimes 
There are four main macroregimes: regime 1, very slow reactions; regime 
2, slow reactions; regime 3, fast reactions; and regime 4, instantaneous reactions 
(Doraiswamy and Sharma, 1984; Astarita, 1967). Figure 3 depicts the 
concentration profiles of the solute A and reactant B for regimes 1, 2, 3, and the 
overlapping regimes. The concentration of B is constant for these regimes. 
Figure 4 illustrates the concentration profiles of A and B for the instantaneous 
reaction regime. 
If the rate of transfer of the solute A is much larger than the rate of 
reaction, so that at any time the continuous phase will be saturated with the 
solute, the controlling regime is regime 1. This condition is given in Equation 1. 
k;La[A*]»k^[A]'"[B]" (1) 
[A] = [A*] 
1-2 
[A] = finite 
.2-3 
rA1 = Q 
Figure 3: Concentration profiles for regimes 1, 1-2, 2, 2-3, and 3 
reaction plane 
rA*i 
x=0 x=6 
Figure 4: Concentration profiles for regime 4 
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For this regime, the rate of formation of the product is determined by kinetics of 
the homogeneous reaction. The diffiision factors are unimportant in regime 1. 
The Hatta number, Vm , which compares the specific rate of reaction and the 
mass transfer rate, is much less than one. This implies that the mass transfer 
rate is fast enough relative to the reaction rate for the reaction to occur 
uniformly in the bulk phase. The mathematical equation for the Hatta number 
is given in Equation 2. 
(2) 
For regime 2, the rate is controlled by the transfer of A through the film, 
where no reaction occurs, into the bulk phase, where reaction occurs uniformly. 
The concentration of A in the bulk phase is zero. These conditions prevail 
because the mass transfer rate is much less than the homogeneous reaction rate, 
as shown in Equation 3, and because the Hatta number is much less than one. 
kLa[A']«k„„[A]'"[B]» (3) 
The overlapping regime 1-2 occurs when the Hatta number is much less 
than one and the two rates in Equation 3 are of the same order of magnitude. 
For this regime, the reaction is controlled by the mass transfer of the solute 
across the film and there is a finite concentration of the solute in the bulk phase, 
but it is less than the saturation concentration. 
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When the reaction is mass transfer influenced and the reaction takes 
place entirely in the film, with no depletion of the liquid phase reactant, the 
reaction is a fast reaction and is in regime 3. The mathematical conditions 
which must be satisfied for this regime are Equation 3 and that the Hatta 
number, calculated using Equation 2, is much greater than one. When 
Equation 3 is satisfied and the Hatta nimiber is close to one, there is reaction 
occurring both in the film and bulk phase. This is characteristic of the 
overlapping regime 2-3. 
When the calculated value for the Hatta number is close to one. Equation 
4 can be used to verify the controlling regime, which wiU be regime 2, 2-3, or 3. 
RA =-^DAknu,[A^] + M/5 wherev|/5=i^ (4) 
m+1 L J dx x=5 
Equation 4 compares the reaction in the film with the diffusion flux at the film 
boundary. If the reaction in the film is much greater than the flux at 5, then the 
reaction falls in regime 3. If the flux at 6 is much greater than the reaction in 
the film, then the reaction occurs uniformly in the bulk phase, regime 2. If the 
two rates are similar orders of magnitude, then the reaction occurs in both the 
bulk phase and the film, regime 2-3. 
When the reaction between A and B is so fast that they can not co-exist, 
the reaction is in regime 4, instantaneous reaction regime. In this regime, B is 
completely depleted within the film and a reaction plane is formed where A and 
B meet and are instantaneously consumed. The reaction plane is at a certain 
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distance, X, between the macrointerface and. the film boundary, 5. Equation 5 
shows the condition for the Hatta number which must be met for this regime. 
The rate of transfer of A &om the interface to the reaction plane and B from the 
bulk to the reaction plane is the controlling factor for this regime. The two 
diffusion fluxes are equal and opposite. As the reaction continues, B is depleted 
and the reaction plane progressively moves toward the bulk phase. When B is 
depleted in the film, but not totally, and the reaction occurs entirely within the 
film, the reaction falls in regime 3-4. The mathematical conditions for this are 
Equations 3 and 6. 
The microphase action leads to different resulting reaction rate 
enhancements depending on the macroregime. Since microphases enhance the 
mass transfer rate and not the kinetic rate, they have no effect in regime 1, 
where the overall reaction rate is controlled by the homogeneous reaction rate. 
However, catalytic microphases may enhance the overall reaction rate due to the 
catalj^c properties and not the microphase action. 
The presence of a microphase can shift the macroregime. The oximation 
of cyclododecane has been investigated experimentally in the absence and 
(5) 
(6) 
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presence of carbon microp articles (Janakiraman and Sharma, 1985). In the 
absence of the microphase, the reaction was described by regime 1-2. However, 
for all loadings of the microphase, the regime shifted to regime 2-3. This implies 
that the reaction was occurring in the film and bulk phase in the presence of the 
microphase, even when there was no reaction in the film in the absence of the 
microphase. The reaction occurring in the film was not in the continuous phase, 
but rather on the carbon microp articles. The concentration profiles of A in the 
absence and presence of the microphase are presented in Figure 5. 
[ wo] 
5 0 0 5 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5: Effect of microphase on concentration profiles: (a) Slow 
reaction in absence of microphase; (b) Fast reaction in the 
presence of microphase (Jemakiraman and Sharma, 1985) 
The alkaline hydrolysis of phenyl benzoate also showed a shift in the 
macroregime fix)m regime 2 in the absence of a microphase to regime 3 in the 
presence of carbon microp articles (Janakiraman and Sharma, 1985). Not all 
systems in regime 2 without a microphase shift to regime 3 in the presence of 
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one. Sulfite oxygenatLon to sulfate, with and without a microphase present, falls 
in regime 2. An enhancement factor greater tiian two was calculated (Bruining 
et al., 1986), For this system, there is no reaction on the microphase in the film; 
therefore there is no shift in regime. However, the microphase stiU enhances 
the reaction rate by increasing the mass transfer rate across the film by 
physically carrying the solute from the film to the bulk phase. 
Even for fast reactions, where the reaction occurs entirely in the film, a 
microphase can increase the rate of reaction. The alkaline hydrolysis of EPNB 
in an aqueous sodium hydroxide solution and bubbling nitrogen through the 
column was found to have a rate enhancement factor of 3.8 in 
the presence of 1.7 |m carbon particles (Janakiraman and Sharma, 
1985). The effect that the presence of the microphase has on the concentration 
profile of EPNB in the diffusion film is illustrated in Figure 6. 
Microphases can even enhance instantaneous reactions, i. e. those in 
regime 4. In general, the reaction plane, where A and B are instantly consumed, 
moves away from the macrointerface over time. However, in the presence of a 
microphase, the reaction plane will move toward the macrointerface. This has 
been shown in the literature for source type microphases, where the microphase 
is composed of a slurry of reactant B (Ramachandran and Sharma, 1969). For 
this type of microphase, the reaction plane will move towards the macrointerface 
because the microparticles of B can enter into the film and dissolve, thus 
15 
[»i] = >0] 
x « 0  x = 0  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6: Effect of microphase on concentration profiles: (a) Fast 
reaction in the absence of microphase; (b) Fast reaction 
further enhanced by microphase (Janakiraman and 
Sharma, 1985) 
replenishing the concentration of B in the continuous phase. The concentration 
profiles illustrating the movement of the reaction plane in the presence of the 
microphase is shown in Figure 7. Moving the reaction plane closer to the 
macrointerface decreases the distance A must diffuse before reaction, thus 
increasing the rate of reaction. The only instantaneous reaction system for a 
sink or catalyst type microphase found in literature was "autocatals^c" and will 
be discussed in the literature survey section of chapters 3 and 4. 
Microregimes 
Microregimes are the controUing regimes for the uptake of solute by the 
microphase. The three microregimes are kinetic, film diffusion, and mixed 
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8. 
0 
Figure 7: Effect of microphase on concentration profiles for 
instantaneous reaction: -— No microphase present; 
Microphase (Ramachandran and Sharma, 1969) 
control regimes. In the kinetic controlled regime, the rate of mass transfer of the 
solute through the microiaterface film is very rapid compared to the reaction 
rate on the microparticle, that is la^np anip»mAkmp. For this regime, the uptake 
coefficient is shown in Equation 7. The intrinsic rate constant for the reaction 
on the microp article can be experimentally determined. 
When the mass transfer rate of the solute through the microinterface film 
is much less than the reaction rate on the microp article, that is 
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kLjnp amp« niAkmp, the uptake of solute is in the difEusion controlled regime, also 
known as transport controlled regime. The expression for the uptake coef&cient 
used for this regime is given in Equation 8. To estimate kLjnp, the Sherwood 
~ ^L,nip®nip 
number is used. The microp articles are assumed to be spherical and motionless 
in order to use the limiting value of the Sherwood number, which is 2. This wiU 
approximate kLjnp using the relation in Equation 9. 
2Da 
^L.mp - J (9) 
The mixed control regime occurs when the resistances for reaction on the 
microphase and mass transfer to the microphase are of the same order of 
magnitude. The uptake coefficient is the addition of the two parallel 
resistances, as seen in Equation 10. Ec[uation 10 is the general expression for 
1-1 
Ko = 1 1 • + • (10) 
the uptake coefficient. Under the conditions stated for the kinetic or difiiision 
control regimes, it is apparent that Equation 10 will reduce to Equation 7 or 8, 
respectively. 
Crystallization 
In order to model the crystallization of the microphase, rate equations for 
the nucleation and crystal growth, moment equations of the crystal size 
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distribution (CSD), the initial CSD, and a mass balance for the reaction product 
must be known. 
Nucleation 
Nucleation is the formation or birth of new crystals that does not involve 
macroscopic breakage or agglomeration. There are three main modes of 
nucleation; primary homogeneous, primary heterogeneous, and secondary. 
Primary homogeneous nucleation is the formation of crystalline solute in the 
absence of crystalline solute and foreign particles. A high level of 
supersaturation must be obtained before this mode of nucleation occurs. 
Heterogeneous nucleation wiU occur at lower levels of supersaturation because 
the crystals form in the presence of foreign particles and other surfaces. These 
foreign bodies induce nucleation by reducing the energy barrier required for 
nucleation at homogeneous conditions (de Jong, 1979). 
Secondary nucleation occurs at low supersaturation levels and can even 
occur in undersaturated conditions due to the presence of crystalline solute. 
Strickland-Constable (1968) describes several mechanisms for secondary 
nucleation: collision breeding, initial breeding, needle breeding, and 
polycrystalline breeding. Secondary nucleation can also occur due to fluid shear 
breeding (Sung et al., 1973). AU the mechanisms involve the detachment of 
microcrystaUites from the parent crystal surface or embryos (sub-nuclei) from 
the crystal-solution interface. These embryonic clusters are swept into regions 
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of high supersaturation where they develop into stable nuclei. Reviews of these 
mechanisms, and secondary nucleation in general, are found in literature 
(MuUin, 1993; de Jong, 1979; Botsaiis, 1976). 
Although some expressions derived from thermodsnianlic principles are 
available to predict primary nucleation rates, both homogeneous and 
heterogeneous (Mullin 1993), there is no predictive theory for secondary 
nucleation rates. In low supersaturation solutions in an agitated batch 
crystallizer, nucleation wiU occvir via a combination of primary heterogeneous 
and secondary nucleation mechanisms. Therefore, an expression to obtain this 
combined nucleation rate is necessary. An empirical model approximating the 
nucleation rate by a power law function of supersaturation has been used 
successfully (Randolph and Larson, 1988). It is referred to as the Meirs model 
and shown in Equation 11. The nucleation rate constant, kn, is usually a 
function of temperature. Therefore, kn can be expressed by an Arrhenius 
expression. Equation 11 is a simplified nucleation model, because it lacks the 
effects of suspension density and growth rate dispersion. The secondary 
nucleation rate w£is found to be linearly dependent on the suspension density 
(Timm and Larson, 1968; Youngquist and Randolph, 1972). Comprehensive 
C 
(11) 
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reviews of relevant research in crystal nucleation can be found elsewhere (M. A. 
Larson, 1991; Garside andDavey, 1980; M. A. Larson, 1984; de Jong, 1979). 
Crystal Growth 
Secondary nucleation and crystal growth are a coupled phenomenon due 
to their simultaneous occurrence at the crystal-solution interface (Estrin and 
Youngquist, 1976). The mechanism of crystal growth is a two step process 
involving diffusion of the solute to the crystal interface and then surface 
integration of the solute onto the crystal lattice. If the growth rate is limited by 
the diffusion of the solute through a diffusion film around the crystal, it is 
diffusion-controlled and the growth rate can be expressed by a simple mass 
transfer equation (Equation 12). This equation is usually modified to represent 
dM (^sol ) ^
 (12) 
dt c 
the growth rate of the characteristic length, L, instead of the mass, M, because 
crystals are usually classified by their diameter (Randolph and Larson, 1988). 
The resulting expression is given in Equation 13. Crystal growth rates can only 
dt 3kvP C C 
be predicted if liquid diffusion is controlling and crystals are of simple geometry 
(Garside, 1984). For any other situation, the growth rate must be determined 
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expeiimentally. The role of difEusion in crystallization has been outlined by 
Garside (1991). 
Several theories have been developed to describe the surface integration 
step. The three main mechanisms proposed are the continuous growth model, 
birth and spread model, and the screw dislocation model (BCF^. These 
mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 8. 
^ Q 
mi/^ LT 
9 a • 
U Surface 
( a )  ( b )  ( c )  
Figure 8: Crystal growth models: (a) Continuous growth (b) Birth 
and spread (c) Screw dislocation (BCF) (Randolph and 
Larson, 1988) 
The continuous growth model assumes that the growth unit wiU integrate 
itself on the site with the lowest energy of orientation on a rough crystal surface. 
This process is unpredictable, due to the large number of random locations of the 
active sites. The birth and spread model follows Kossel's model of a growing 
0 
Nucleus 
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crystal, where the crystal surface is composed of steps and kinks. The solute 
attaches itself to the crystal lattice at the kinks. The kinks move along the step 
and the layer on the face is eventually completed. Surface nucleation, usually 
occurring at comers, forms a new step. A crystal with more kinks, or a rougher 
surfaced crystal, will grow faster than a smooth crystal. 
The most commonly used model is one where a self-perpetuation step 
leads to the concept of a screw dislocation. This screw dislocation model is 
usually referred to as the Burton-Caberra-Frank model (BCF), named for the 
researchers who developed it. In this model, surface nucleation is not necessary 
to form a new layer because the step is continuously spiraling over itself. The 
crystal grows as if the surface was covered with kinks. This produces near-
maximum growth rates for a given supersaturation. More detailed discussion 
and comparison of these growth models can be found elsewhere (Garside, 1984; 
Garside and Davey, 1980; Mullin, 1993). 
If the crystal growth is controlled by the surface nucleation step, then £in 
empirical model of form similar to Equation 13 can be used to describe the 
growth rate. This relation is shown in Equation 14. The growth rate constant, 
(Cs0l-Cl 
G = ^ (14) 
C 
kr, in Equation 14 corresponds to the surface reaction integration step, whereas 
the constant, kn, in Equation 13 refers to the diffusion of solute to the surface. 
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The parallel resistances of kD and kr can be incorporated into a general growth 
rate constant, which can be expeximentally determined (MuUin, 1993). Thus, 
the general growth rate expression, which incorporates both the difKision and 
surface integration processes, is given in Equation 15. 
This model is a simplified growth rate equation because it does not 
account for growth rate dispersion. Garside et al. (1979) confirmed without 
question that growth dispersion is an important phenomenon which needs to be 
considered. Growth dispersion was found to have a great effect on the crystal 
size distribution of potassium dichromate (Janse and de Jong, 1976 and 1979). 
The mechanism for growth dispersion is still in question. Initially, many 
researchers proposed size-dependent growth rates to explain growth dispersion 
(Garside, 1984; Janse and de Jong, 1976). However, researchers presently are 
emphasizing the effects of surface structure and stress and strain in the crystal 
lattice to describe growth rate dispersion (Ristic et al., 1991; Jones and Larson, 
1996). In this dissertation, the average growth rates will be incorporated into 
the modeling. Others have developed a model which simultaneously determines 
growth rate dispersion, nucleation, and crystal growth (Baumann and 
Schmerwitz, 1996). Several reviews on crystallization kinetics incorporate all 
the above mentioned phenomena (Garside, 1993; Garside and Davey, 1980). 
C 
(15) 
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MnHftlinfr Ratrh Orvstanizftrs 
The modeling of ciystal size distribution (CSD) obtained from a batch 
crystallization system is more complicated than that for the modeling of CSD 
&om a continuous crystallizer because steady state can not be assumed for batch 
systems. The modeling of CSD for both continuous and batch crystaUizers is 
achieved by incorporating the mass balance, nudeation and growth rates, and 
the moment equations of the size distribution. However, for batch crystaUizers 
these equations are all time-dependent. The appropriate mass balance for batch 
operations is given in Equation 16. Mis the mass of solids in suspension and 
^^+—=0 (16) 
dt dt 
Csoi is the concentration of solute in solution. The nudeation and growth rates 
discussed previously in Equations 11 and 15, respectively, can be used. The 
moment equations of the crystal size distribution are similar to those for 
continuous crystaUizers, except they are time-dependent (Randolph and Larson, 
1988). These differential equations representing the zeroth to third moments of 
the unsteady-state batch population distribution for cumulative crystal number, 
length, surface area, and mass, respectively, are shown in Equation 17. To solve 
dt dt 
— = 2k^LG — = 3p^y4G 
dt ^ dt k. 
(17) 
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for the CSD as a fiinctioii of time, it is necessaiy to know the initial CSD and 
physical properties of the crystallizing system, such as density, volume, 
nucleation and growth rate constants, and shape factors. 
When modeling "autocatalytic" microphase action, the cumulative 
microphase number, length, surface area, and volume must be calculated. The 
above set of equations can be used for these calculations. However, the effective 
size of the microphase particles is between 1 and 10 and the above equations 
consider the entire crystal size distribution. To obtain the CSD only for the 
section of the distribution between 1 and 10 ^m, the initial CSD used must 
reflect only this range. Also, the change in the number of crystals should not 
only incorporate those new nuclei forming, but also account for the number of 
nuclei which have grown larger than 10 (im. Equation 18 gives a modified 
expression for the rate of change in the cumulative number for a microphase 
system, with nio representing the number density at 10 |im. 
= (18) 
at 
In an "autocatalytic" microphase system, the reaction product is the 
species which is crystallizing. Since the reaction is occurring simultaneously 
with the crystallization, the mass balance has to reflect the rate of new product 
being formed in the solution. Therefore, the appropriate mass balance will 
relate the rate of concentration of reaction product in solution to the difference 
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in the rate of formation of the product and the rate in which it is added to the 
crystal mass. This expression is illustrated in Equation 19. These 
<^Csoi ^ p dCA dA/ , 
dt a dt dt 
crystallization equations for the microphase CSD can be solved simultaneously 
with the reaction and mass transfer differential equations to obtain the rate 
enhancement due to an "autocatalytic" microphase. 
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CHAPTER THREE; MICROPHASE ASSISTED 
"AUTOCATALYSIS" I - THEORETICAL 
A paper submitted to Chemical Engmeering Science 
Jennifer G. Anderson, L. K. Doraiswamy, and Maurice A. Larson 
Abstract 
There are a number of industrially important reactions in which a 
sparingly soluble solid reacts with a liquid phase reactant with one of the 
products precipitating out as a solid. If the particles of the precipitate are in 
microphase dimensions, that is less than the diffusion length of the system, the 
solubihly of the solute is increased by the microphase action of the product in 
the vicinity of the soHd phase. The principal objective of the present work is to 
describe such "autocatalytic" microphase action more effectively by developing a 
model which simultaneously considers reaction, crystallization, and microphase 
processes. The chief conclusion is that the growth kinetics and the initial crystal 
size distribution of the precipitating solids have a profound influence on the 
reaction rate. Earlier models were deficient in that only microphase action was 
considered. The theoretical conclusions reported here are sought to be 
experimentally validated in the part two of this study. 
Introduction 
Multiphase chemical reaction rates are usually influenced by the 
diffusion of a sparingly soluble solute into the reaction phase. One rate 
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enhancement technique is the use of miciophases. Miciophases aid in the mass 
transfer of the solute to the reaction medium. The microphase interacts with the 
dissolved solute near the macrointerface (the interface between the solute phase 
and the phase in which reaction occurs), and removes the solute from the 
vicinity of the macrointerface either by reaction or facilitated transport into the 
bulk phase. This decreases the solute concentration near the macrointerface, 
thereby increasing the driving force for mass transfer of the solute into the 
continuous phase. Many researchers have shown microphases greatly increase 
the rate of absorption or dissolution and thus increase multiphase reaction 
rates. 
A microphase is described as a dispersed phase with particles, droplets, or 
bubbles that are smaller than the diffusion length of the solute. The diffusion 
film length is usually between 50 to 100 jan, whereas the effective microphase 
constituent size is less than 10 [im Microphases can be composed of many 
different materials, such as microemulsions, catalysts, micelles, slurries, 
reactants, reaction products, and others. 
Many industrial heterogeneous reactions are also accompanied by 
crystallization of a product, with both occurring simultaneously in the same 
liquid phase. In these reactions, no external microphase is necessary. Here the 
microcrystaJline product will act as a microphase, as long as it has an affinity for 
the solute. Since the enhancement occurs only after the reaction product 
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nucleates and the product itself is involved in the enhancement, this process is 
regarded as "autocatalsrtic" behavior. 
Due to the wide variety of compositions, microphases can act in several 
ways. Mehra (1990a) was the first to classify microphases into three types: 
sinks, catalysts, and sources. Each of these acts differently. Since an 
"autocatals^tic" microphase is usually a sink, the mechanism for a sink type 
microphase wiU be the only one described. A sink may be chemically or 
physically active, but does not aid in the reaction or emit any extrinsic species. 
The mechanism of sink type microphases is illustrated in Figure 1. The solute A 
wiU absorb onto the sink type microphase. If reactant B has Ein affinity for the 
microphase, it wiU also di£^use onto the microphase, with reaction occurring 
thereafter. The product will then be released. If B is not present on the 
microphase, the solute will be carried into the biilk phase and be released there 
A + B^ Products 
® Nficroparticle +A +B 
® Microparticle 
© Nficroparticle +A 
with reaction on surface 
of microparticle; unless 
B does not absorb, then 
Nficroparticle +A 
Figure 1; Mechanism of sink type microphase 
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to react with B. The basic action of a CTHIC is to facilitate the transport of A from 
near the macrointerface to the bulk. The mechanism for the microphase 
composed of a reaction product is the same as described above for a sink type 
microphase. However, if there is reaction in the film, then the microparticles 
can be formed and grow within the division film itself. 
Several mathematical models have been developed to explain microphase 
action and specifi^caUy "autocatalytic" microphase action. However, none of the 
models derived thus far have incorporated crystallization kinetics for the 
microphase which monitors the changes in microphase number, size, total 
surface area and total volume over time. All these parameter values are needed 
to accurately model the reaction rate and microphase action. In the present 
model, crystal growth and nucleation kinetics are used in conjunction with a 
mass balance and initial crystal size distribution to solve for the changing 
crystal parameters. The theoretical model developed simultaneously considers 
reaction kinetics, crystallization kinetics, and microphase theory to describe 
"autocatalytic" microphase action more effectively. 
Literature Survey 
Several different models have been developed by various researchers to 
explain microphase action. The model equations can be derived fi^m the species 
balance of the solute and reactant (Mehra, 1988). The differences in the final 
models come from the type of microphase, the system's controlling regimes and 
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the assuniptions made. Two assumptions are employed in most of the external 
microphase models developed: steady state mass transfer and pseudo-
homogeneous reaction medium. Through analysis of different reaction systems 
with and without microphases, it has been concluded that the film theory of 
mass transfer, or steady state, can be employed for systems where the 
controlling mechanisms are identified beforehand and the time the system takes 
to reach steady state is much less than the contact time (Mehra, 1988). This 
assumption is valid for most external microphase systems. However, as it will 
be discussed later, the assumption of steady state is invalid for autocatalytic 
microphase systems. 
The reaction phase is a microheterogeneous medium because of the 
microphase presence. However, the assumption of a pseudohomogeneous phase 
is rigorously valid for low microphase holdups. Since pseudohomogeneous 
models are simpler to analyze mathematically, most studies have used such 
models. However, some researchers have also used microheterogeneous models 
(Holstvoogd et aL, 1988; Yagi and Hikita, 1987). Holstvoogd et al. (1988) have 
proposed a heterogeneous model for sink type microphases which accounts for 
geometric factors. A comparison of the enhancement factor according to the 
pseudohomogeneous model with infinite microphase capacity and to the 
heterogeneous model shows that for low holdup (less than 5 vol%) the two 
models are comparable. However, for large microphase holdup, the 
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heterogeneous model calculates higher enhancement factors. Mehra (1989) has 
presented a detailed mathematical discussion of heterogeneous models. 
The enhancement of the rate caused by the microphase and the species 
balances for the reactants are dependent on the controlling regime of the 
reaction. There are two types of regimes; macro- and microregimes. 
Macroregimes are the controlling regimes for the difEiision and chemical reaction 
for the macrointerface, whereas microregimes control the microinterface (the 
interface between the microparticle and the continuous phase). There are four 
macroregimes: regime 1, very slow reactions; regime 2, slow reactions; regime 3, 
fast reactions; and regime 4, instantaneous reactions. For different 
macroregimes, separate assumptions are made that determine the differential 
equations and boundary conditions which govern the system. The definition £ind 
mathematical conditions and equations for each of these regimes can be found 
elsewhere (Doraiswamy and Sharma, 1984; Danckwerts, 1970; Astarita, 1967). 
For regime 1, the rate of formation of the product is determined by kinetics of 
the homogeneous reaction. The diffusion factors are unimportant in iregime 1, 
thus there is no enhancement due to microphase action in this regime. 
The microregimes explain the controlling factor for the uptake of solute by 
the microphase. There are three types of control: kinetic, film difftision, and 
mixed (Doraiswamy, in press). The rate of uptake of the microparticle is very 
rapid compared to the reaction rate on the microparticle in the kinetic controlled 
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regime. In this regime, the uptake of solute on/in the microphase is governed by 
the reaction kinetics on the microphase. In film difiusion control, also known as 
transport controlled regime, the uptake coefficient is governed by the mass 
transfer rate of the solute through the microinterface film, the diffusion film 
around the microp article. This occurs when the reaction rate constant is much 
greater than the mass transfer coefficient for the microphase film. The mixed 
control regime is a combination of the kinetic control and diffiision control 
regimes. This occurs when the resistances for reaction on the microphase and 
mass transfer to the microphase are of the same order of magnitude. 
Another condition that might apply to the uptake of solute to the 
microphase must be considered. If the uptake time is much less than the contact 
time, the time in which the microp article stays in the film before moving to the 
bulk phase, then the microphase can become "saturated" to its capacity (Mehra, 
1990b). Under these conditions, the microphase may become exhausted because 
all the active sites will be filled. When this condition is valid, there are three 
regimes in which the microparticle can exist: transport, relative solubility, and 
saturation ^ehra, 1990b). A model has been derived which incorporates the 
finite capacity of the microp articles with the unsteady-state penetration model 
for mass transfer (Holstvoogd et al., 1986). 
Janakiraman and Sharma (1985) developed a mathematical method to 
describe the effect of external microphases on the rate of absorption and 
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contxolling macroregimes. This modeling method also examines the controlling 
microregime. The mathematical modeling was applied to experimental results 
for various reaction systems. In some cases, the controlling macroregime would 
shift in the presence of the microphase. This comprehensive study of external 
microphase action examined all macro- and microregimes, except macroregime 4 
(instantaneous reaction). A comprehensive theoretical investigation of the effect 
of external microphase action on rate of absorption and other parameters has 
been reported (Mehra, 1988). More recent models have incorporated the 
interp article interactions (Karve and Juvekar, 1990) and diffusion and chemical 
reaction inside the dispersed phase of droplets or porous catalysts (Nagy and 
Moser, 1995). 
The modeling of "autocatalytic" microphases is more complex due to the 
continuing nucleation and growth of the microphase. Steady state mass transfer 
can no longer be assumed, because the microphase holdup, surface area, length, 
and number are changing over time. The first theoretical model for an 
"autocatalj^c" system was developed to explain the experimental results for the 
instantaneous reaction between hydrogen sulfide and iodine (Mehra and 
Sharma, 1988). This reaction occurs in the aqueous phase and produces 
hydriodic acid and sulfur. The researchers observed specific rates of absorption 
of hydrogen sulfide that exceeded the maximum possible rate calculated using 
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the theory of mass transfer with instantaneous reaction. This rate enhancement 
was attributed to the precipitated sulfur acting as a sink type microphase. 
Many assumptions were imposed when developing a model to explain the 
experimental behavior. The microregime was assumed to be kinetically 
controlled. A bimodal distribution of active and inactive sulfur was used. All 
stdfiir particles which were effective microphase particles were assumed to be of 
the same size. The proposed mechanism for the deactivation of the sulfur 
particles was agglomeration due to the collision of two active sulfur 
microparticles. Nucleation and growth kinetics of the particles were not 
considered. This model was subsequently criticized for the calculation method of 
the distribution coef&cient, the model of difiEusion and also the assumption of the 
bimodal sulfur distribution (Wubs et al., 1991). 
Saraph andMehra (1994) derived a more comprehensive mathematical 
model for the "autocatalytic" microphase behavior. The sulfur was assumed to 
be monodispersed and the number density of the microphase particles was 
tracked over time. The model was divided into two different regimes: 
instantaneous precipitation regime (INPR) and intense precipitation regime 
(ISPR). In the INPR regime, there is instantaneous precipitation of the product 
nuclei; whereas in the ISPR regime, there is a finite but low solubility of the 
product in the reaction medium. 
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These models were derived using the species balance of A for the 
continuous phase and microphase. The reaction was assumed to be pseudo first 
order and controlled by macroregime 3. The uptake rate of A onto the 
microphase is dependent on the number of microphase crystals present, or the 
population balance, therefore an expression of the population density with 
respect to time was derived for each regime. The population density expression 
did not include growth or agglomeration. Therefore, these models can not be 
validated by the previous experimental results obtained for the hydrogen sulfide 
and iodine reaction. 
A second theoretical model for an "autocatalytic" microphase system was 
developed for the reaction system of olefin and chlorine in which the reaction 
product dichloroalkane acts as a microphase (Pradhan et al., 1992). This study 
was purely theoretical and no experimental validation of the model was 
completed. For this system, not only was the rate enhancement due to the 
microphase investigated, but also the selectivity. The desired product, 
chlorohydrin, was predicted to have a decreased yield in the presence of the 
dichloroalkane microphase particles. Therefore, in this case, strategies to 
decrease the microphase effect should be explored. 
The authors suggest that a rigorous treatment of the microphase 
constituent size and number should be incorporated into the model in terms of 
population balances, growth kinetics and nucleation kinetics. However, the 
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approach incorporated into die proposed model called for a uniform nucleation 
size. Two limiting cases were used in which one case only accounted for 
nucleation and the other only accounted for growth. They also neglected the 
volume changes of the microphase upon reaction, thereby assuming the 
volumetric holdup to be constant. Major shortcomings of the models developed 
thus far are the assumptions used for nucleation and growth of the microcrystal 
products. In the present research, crystallization kinetics for batch processes 
are incorporated into the analysis. 
Recently, models considering mass transfer, chemical reaction, and 
crystallization rate processes have been developed. These models solved 
equations for film theory of mass transfer with chemical reaction coupled to the 
distributed population and mass balances for crystallization. A study of the 
spatial distribution of nucleated crystals in the film showed that extremely 
small nuclei (nm) are unevenly distributed in the film, whereas larger particles 
(2.5 |im) are uniformly distributed (Wachi and Jones, 1990). Using the same 
model equations, the theoretical prediction of particle size distributions under 
various mass transfer resistances was investigated (Wachi and Jones, 1991a). 
The theoretical predictions were qualitatively verified by experiments for batch 
precipitation of calcium carbonate by the carbonation of Hme water (Wachi and 
Jones, 1991b). 
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These models do not account for any microphase action. A model which 
incorporates particle size distdbutions and microphase action has been 
developed for source type microphases (Mehra, 1996). The change in the 
particle size distribution is considered in this model as the reactant 
microparticles dissolve. When the change in microphase distribution was 
included, the rate enhancements calculated were less than those where a 
constant size microphase was assumed. 
Model Development 
The model for a reaction in a batch system with an "autocatalytic" 
microphase is complex. The reaction kinetics and mass transfer in the 
continuous phase and on the microphase are coupled with the crystallization 
kinetics of the reaction product. Therefore, equations for both of these phases 
and crystallization must be developed and solved simultaneously. All of these 
factors are time dependent for a batch process. Low microphase holdups were 
used, in order to validly assume a pseudohomogeneous reaction mixture. The 
penetration model is used to describe the mass transfer with chemical reaction 
because the microphase is continually changing and therefore steady-state can 
not be assumed. The reaction is assumed to be fast and pseudo-first order with 
respect to the solute, A An analysis of both regimes 2 and 3 were performed. 
Since the concentration of B is constant, no species balances are needed for 
reactant B in the continuous phase or on the microphase. 
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The continuous phase model equation for species A is similar to that for 
reaction and diffusion without a microphase present, except that an additional 
term is needed to account for the uptake of solute to the microphase. This 
expression is given in Equation 1, in which term L and mA represent the 
microphase holdup and distribution coefficient between the microphase and the 
continuous phase, respectively. The initial and boundary conditions for this 
equation are given below in Equation 2. Equation 1 is for a fast reaction in 
regime 3. If the controlling regime is regime 2, the reaction rate term in 
Equation 1 would be zero, because there is no reaction in the film for regime 2. 
The relation for the uptake coefficient, Ko, depends on the controUing 
microregime. For an "autocatalytic" microphjise system, it is best to use the 
general expression for mixed control, shown in Equation 3, because the 
controlling regime may change over time as the crystallization of the product 
microphase progresses. The limiting value of the Sherwood number can be used 
(1) 
LC. t<0 [A]  =  [ a^ ]  =  0  
B. C. t>0 x = 0 [A] = [a' 
X = 6 [A] = 0 
(2) 
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to estimate the mass transfer coefQcient corresponding to the microphase, la^np. 
The residting expression is given in Equation 4. 
It is apparent from Equation 1 that the concentration of A on the 
microphase as a function of time is a major variable. The model equation for 
this concentration can be derived from the general ^ecies balance of A on the 
microphase. The difEusivity of the microparticles, Dp, is due to random 
Brownian motion of the microphase particles. It has previously been shown 
(Mehra, 1988) that this difEusivity is negKgible. Using this assumption, 
Equation 5 is derived to describe the concentration of A on the microphase as a 
function of time. The initial condition for this equation is that the concentration 
of A on the microphase is zero. 
Equations 1 and 5 can be solved using the appropriate initial and 
boundary conditions to compute the concentration profile of A in the continuous 
phase and on the microphase as functions of time. However, these model 
equations depend on the average diameter, total surface area, and cumulative 
volume of the microphaise crystals, which are constantly changing as more 
crystals nucleate and grow. Therefore, the crystal size distribution must be 
(5) 
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modeled. Rate equations for the nucleation and crystal growth, moment 
equations of the crystal size distribution, the initial crystal size distribution, and 
a mass balance for the reaction product must be solved simultaneously to model 
the crystal size distribution over time. 
The empirical growth and nucleation models can be used to express these 
rates in terms of the dimensionless supersaturation. The growth and nucleation 
rate models are given in Equations 6 and 7, respectively. The average growth 
rate is used in this model, instead of accounting for growth rate dispersion. 
Also, the effect of suspension density on the nucleation rate has been neglected. 
The moment equations of the size distribution for a batch system are 
time-dependent. Randolph and Larson (1988) derived the moment equations 
and appropriate mass balance for batch crystallization. These equations have to 
be modified to explain the reaction/crystallization system where the effective 
microphase crystal size distribution is only a portion of the entire distribution. 
The mass balance equation has to account for the rate of reaction product 
formation by reaction kinetics, which is stoichiometrically proportional to the 
C 
(6) 
C 
(7) 
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rate of consumption of solute A. The modified mass balance is given in 
Equation 8. 
DCSOL ^ _ P 4^ P_ (8) 
dt a dt MW dt 
Only the zeroth moment equation of the crystal size distribution, which 
describes the cumulative crystal number, requires altering to account for the 
crystals which grow larger than the effective crystallization size. Since the other 
moment equations are dependent on the cumulative number, they wiQ only 
account for the microphase crystals calculated, in the zeroth moment equation. 
The rate of change for the total number of microphase crystals is equivalent to 
the nucleation rate less the growth flux at the microphase size cut off. The 
resulting zeroth to third moments of the unsteady-state batch population 
distribution are displayed in Equation 9. 
— =B°-I1XG — = NG 
dt dt 
— = 2kaLG — = 3^AG 
dt ^ dt k. 
(9) 
The initial conditions for the differential equations in Equation 9 are 
calcxUated fix)m the microphase portion of the initial crystal size distribution. 
The effective microphase size is between 1 and x (10 and 20 iim will be 
considered). It is unrealistic to expect particles with diameters less than 1 lun to 
be effective (Alper and Deckwer, 1981). Also, the model has assumed a uniform 
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distribution of the microphase within the liquid film and it has been observed 
that particles less than one micron in size are not uniformly distributed (Wachi 
and Jones, 1990). 
These crystallization rate equations can be solved simultaneously with 
the reaction and mass transfer equations for the continuous phase and 
microphase to model the effect of the "autocatalytic" microphase. The 
dimensionless form of these equations is required for the solution of the model. 
The dimensionless variables given in Equation 10 have been used. The 
resulting dimensionless form of the model equations are given in Table 1. 
In order to study the effects of crystallization on "autocatalytic" 
microphase systems, the equations in Table 1 were solved numerically. These 
dimensionless model equations were solved simultaneously using finite 
difference approximation to discretize the equations with respect to the space 
variable. The resulting system of ordinary differential equations was solved 
using the backward differentiation method with NAG subroutines. An example 
of the FORTRAN program is in ^pendix One. 
(10) 
Results and Discussion 
Table 1: Dimensionless equations for model simulations 
Equation Conditions 
Continuous Phase 
I. C. CA = CA =0 
B. C. X = 0 Cy^ = 1 
x = 8  C A = 0  
Microphase I C. C A = 0 
'TUP 
Crystallization 
dCsoi_ r>v*lP'^^A P dK 
dT ^ ^ a dx MW dx 
dx nkl ^ ' dx nkl 
dx i±l dx nk^ ka 
I. C. from Initial CSD 
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The shape of the initial crystal size distribution (CSD) affected the 
reaction rate enhancement. The microp articles of size between 1 and 10 jun 
were chosen as the active microphase particles in aU the simulations. Two 
exponential CSDs, shown in Figxire 2, were used to determine the effect of 
particle size distribution on rate enhancement due to microphase action. 
10000 
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Figure 2: Crystal size distributions for model simulations 
Both of these crystal size distributions have the same microphase loading, but 
their number, average size, and surface area are different. There are more 
smaller particles in CSD 1 and the average size of the microphase distribution is 
less in CSD 1 than in CSD 2. Because of the many smaller particles, the surface 
area per volume is larger for CSD 1 than CSD 2. For all the conditions under 
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which the simulations were run, the rate enhancement when the initial crystal 
size distribution was CSD 1 was always greater than that for CSD 2. This result 
is expected. The smaller average particle size and the greater surface area per 
volume lead to greater solute uptake rates to the particles in CSD 1 than those 
for the particles in CSD 2. These simulation results are in agreement with 
reported experimental work which showed that the reaction rate enhancement 
increased as the microphase constituent diameter decreased (Pal et al., 1982). 
The effect of growth and nucleation rates on reaction rate enhancement 
has not previously been reported. Therefore, rate enhancements for different 
values of the growth and nucleation rate constants were calculated using tbis 
model for macroregime 2 and 3. The microregime in these studies is mixed 
control. Table 2 gives the values of the reaction and mass transfer parameters 
for the two different regimes that were used in the simulations. These 
Table 2: Parameter values used in model simulations 
Parameter Regime 2 Regime 3 
DA 1 * io-« 1 * 10-7 
m 1 1 
kx 3 * 10-3 8* 10-4 
k 10 1 
kmp 10 1 
MA 5000 5000 
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parameter values were chosen at random and satisfy the conditions for their 
respective macroregimes. 
The nucleation rate had only a small influence on the rate enhancement. 
The reaction rate enhancement obtained from the model simiilations was 
unaffected when the nucleation rate constant was increased by an order of 
magnitude and aU other parameters were fixed. It was e3?)ected that the 
nucleation would affect the enhancement because it is supplying more 
microphase particles into the solution. However, as the nucleation rate was 
increased, so was the flux at 10 ^un. The flux, which is the number density for 
10 [im multiplied by the growth rate, is proportional to the nucleation rate in the 
exponential CSDs studied. Therefore, the rate of change in the number of active 
microphase particles is small because of the counteracting effects of the 
nucleation and flux rates. 
The growth rate had a significant effect on the rate enhancement. The 
relationships between the enhancement factor, <j», and the growth rate for 
regimes 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The enhancement 
factor is defined as the ratio of the rate in the presence of the microphase to the 
rate in the absence of the microphase. The nucleation rate for both regimes was 
held constant at 1*10® number/cm-s. As seen in Figures 3 and 4, the 
enhancement is increased as the growth rate increases. Also, at higher growth 
rates, the difference in the two initial crystal size distributions becomes more 
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Figure 3: Effect of growth rate on the rate enhancement for regiine 2 
20 • CSD 1 
CSD 2 
15 - •  
1 0  - •  
5 
0 2 4  6 8 10 
kg • 10^-5 (cm/s) 
Figure 4: Effect of growth rate on the rate enhancement for regime 3 
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pronounced. Both regimes exhibit the similar trends, however, the 
enhancement for regime 3 is shghtly greater. 
The limiting- value of the microphase constituent size wiU have an 
influence on the calculated enhancement factor. If the maximum size is taken 
as 20 |im as opposed to 10 imi, the enhancement will be increased due to the 
higher microphase holdup. A comparison of the enhancement factors calculated 
for these two maximiim microphase sizes is made in Figure 5. The conditions 
under which the simulations were run are the same as in Table 2 for regime 3 
with growth and nucleation rates of 1*10 ® cm/s and 1*10® number/cm-s, 
respectively. As the reaction progresses, the rate enhancement due to the 
microp articles between 10 and 20 ^un acting as a microphase is augmented. The 
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model simulations can not determine which value is a more accurate estimation 
of the maximum effective microphase size without a comparison with 
experimental results. The effective microphase size can vary depending on the 
reaction system, as it is influenced by the length of the difbsion film. 
In order to examine the validity of this model, the simulation results must 
be compared to experimental data. Many parameters for reaction, mass 
transfer, and crystallization must be determined experimentally and used in the 
model simulations. The second part of this study is to measure aU the necessary 
rates and physical properties of the reaction system of calcium citrate and 
sulfuric acid. In this sohd-Iiquid reaction, the products are aqueous citric acid 
and solid calcium sulfate. A comprehensive experimental program wiU be 
conducted to observe the "autocatalsrtic" microphase action of the calcium sulfate 
microcrystals and to ultimately validate the model presented here. 
Conclusions 
The "autocatals^tic" microphase model is incomplete without the 
crystallization kinetics because growth rates and initial crystal size distribution 
have a significant influence on the overall microphase induced enhancements. 
Higher growth rates produce a greater enhancement of the heterogeneous 
reaction rate. Also, crystal size distributions with a larger number density of 
small particles exhibit a more pronounced rate enhancement. The maximum 
size of active microphase influences the enhancement factor. The previous 
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models which used veiy simplistic nucleation models and no growth kinetics are 
insiifficient to acciirately describe "autocatalytic" microphase action. The 
mathematical model developed considered crystallization, reaction, and 
microphase processes simultaneously to produce a comprehensive model for 
"autocatalsrtic" microphases. 
Nomenclature 
[A] Concentration of A in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[A*] Solubility of A in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Amp] Concentration of A on microphase, kmol/cm^ MP 
A Cumulative surface area of crystal, cm^ 
a Surface area of calcium citrate particles, cmVg; also. 
Stoichiometric coefficient for A 
amp Surface area of microphase per unit volume of aqueous phase, 
cm2 MP/cm^ cont. 
[B] Concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Bo] Initial concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
[Bmp] Concentration of B on microphase, kmol/cm^ MP 
B° Nucleation rate, nuclei/cm^ min 
b Stoichiometric coefficient of reactant; also. 
Constant in heterogeneous nucleation equation 
C* Solubility of crystallizing species in the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
CA Dimensionless concentration of A in continuous phase 
CAmp Dimensionless concentration of A on microphase 
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Cp Concentration of product produced by reaction, kmol/cm^ cont. 
Csol Concentration of product in the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
DA DifEusivity of A in continuous phase, cm^/s 
DP Diameter of microphase constituent, 
G Growth rate, cm/s 
Ko Uptake coefficient for A, cm/s 
KA Shape factor for crystal surface area 
kc Mass transfer coefficient for crystal growth, m/s 
KG Growth rate constant, cm/s 
KL Mass transfer coefficient for soHd dissolution, cm/s 
kL.mp Mass transfer coefficient for uptake in microphase, cm/s 
kmn Rate constant for reaction in continuous phase, 1/s 
kmp Rate constant for reaction on microphase, 1/s 
kn Nucleation rate constant, 1/s 
kv Shape factor for volume of crystal 
L Characteristic length of crystal, cm 
L Cumulative crystal length, cm 
lo Volumetric holdup of microphase, cm^ MP/cm^ total 
M Cumulative mass of crystal, g 
VM Hatta number 
MW Molecvilar weight, g/mol 
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HI Reaction order of solute A 
nu Distribution coefficient of A between microphase and continuous phase, 
Oanol/cm^ MP)/Oanol/cm' cont.) 
N Cumulative number 
n Reaction order of B; also, 
Population density 
p Stoichiometric coefficient for reaction product 
RA Specific rate of absorption of A, kmol/cm^ s 
r Reaction rate for the continuous phase, kmol/cm  ^s 
rmp Reaction rate for the microphase, kmol/cm^ s 
t Time, s 
V Volume of reactor, cm^ 
V Cumulative crystal volume, cm^ 
X Distance from gas or solid-Liquid interface, cm 
5 Fihn thickness, cm 
p Density, g/cm^ 
T Dimensionless time 
(j) Enhancement factor for heterogeneous reaction 
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CHAPTER FOUR: MICROPHASE ASSISTED 
"AUTOCATALYSIS" II - EXPERIMENTAL 
A paper submitted to Chemical Engtaeering Science 
Jennifer G. Anderson, Maurice A. Larson, and L. K. Doraiswamy 
Abstract 
A comprehensive model was developed in part one of this study for 
microphase assisted "autocatalysis," for systems involving a precipitating solid. 
In the present study, the predictions of this model are validated by using an 
industrially important system, e. g. the reaction of calcium citrate (solid) with 
siilfuric acid (aqueous) to produce citric acid (desired product) and calcium 
sulfate dihydrate (solid, by-product). As a first step, it was found that 
enhancements as high as 2.81 could indeed be obtained as a result of 
"autocatalytic" microphase action of product calcium sulfate. Elaborate 
experimental studies were carried out to independently determine the 
parameters of the model, based on which the application of the model to the 
system was verified. 
Introduction 
Microphases can enhance the heterogeneous reaction rate. A microphase 
is defined as a dispersed phase with particles, droplets, or bubbles that are 
smaller than the diffusion length of the solute. The diffusion length is usually 
between 50 to 100 iim, whereas the efiective microphase constituent size is less 
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than 10 |tin. Microphases can be composed of many different materials, such as 
microemulsions, catalysts, micelles, slurries, reactants, reaction products, and 
others. 
Many industrial processes involve a heterogeneous reaction occurring 
simultaneously with crystallization of the reaction product in the same liquid 
phase. In these reactions, no external microphase is necessary. Here the 
microcrystaUine product wiU. act as a microphase, as long as it has an affinity for 
the solute. Since the product itself is involved in the enhancement, this process 
is regarded as "autocatalytic" behavior. 
There are three classifications of microphases: sinks, catalysts, and 
sources OMehra, 1990a). Since an "autocatalytic" microphase is usually a sink, 
the mechanism for a sink type microphase, illustrated in Figure 1, will be the 
only one described. The basic action of a sink is to facilitate the transport of A 
from near the macrointerface to the bulk. Thus increasing the mass transfer 
rate of A, which influences the overall reaction rate. A sink may be chemically 
or physically active, but does not aid in the reaction or emit any extrinsic 
species. 
The solute A will absorb onto the sink type microphase. If reactant B has 
an affinity for the microphase, it will also diffuse onto the microphase and a 
reaction will occur. The product will then be released. If B is not present on the 
microphase, the solute will be carried into the bulk phase and released there 
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® Microparticle 
@ Microparticle +A 
® Microparticle +A +B 
with reaction on surface 
of microparticle; unless 
B does not absorb, then 
Microparticle +A 
Figure 1: Mechanism of sink type microphase 
to react with B. The mechanism for the microphase composed of a reaction 
product is the same as described above for a sink type microphase. However, if 
there is reaction in the film, then the microparticles can be formed and grow 
within the diffusion film itself. 
The focus of this research is the effect of an "autocataljrtic" microphase on 
the overall reaction rate of sparingly soluble calcium citrate crystals in dilute 
sulfuric acid solution. This reaction (Equation 1) is used in the purification 
process of citric acid. Since in the theory of microphases, the overall reaction 
€33(0611507)2^5^ +3H2SO4 •2C6Hg07^1j +3CaS04^5j (1) 
rate enhancement is due to mass transfer effects, these effects are also studied 
in the absence of the reaction. It is proposed that the calcium sulfate 
A + B -> Products 
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microcrystals enhance the overall heterogeneous reaction and mEiss transfer 
rates by acting as a microphase. 
Literature Survey 
Enhancement factors of twenty-five and greater due to external 
microphases have been observed in several studies (Mehra and Sharma, 1985; 
Bhagwat and Sharma, 1988). The enhancement factor is defined as the reaction 
rate in the presence of a microphase divided by the reaction rate in the absence 
of one. These enhancements of the rate due to the microphase are dependent on 
the type of microphase, the composition of the microphase, the microphase 
constituent size, the microphase loading, and the system's controlling regimes. 
Although there is significant research on source type microphases (Bhagwat et 
al, 1987; Sada et al., 1980; Uchida et al., 1975), this paper concentrates on sinks 
and catalysts. Catalysts have a similar mechanism to that of a sink, except they 
provide for reactive interaction between A and B. The observed effects of 
microphase composition, constituent size, microphase loadings, and controlling 
regimes on the enhancements due to micropheises are illustrated in Table 1. 
The choice of microphase particle composition is important. The species 
chosen must have an affinity for the solute, in order for the solute to absorb onto 
the microphase particles. If the microphase does not have an affinity for the 
solute, then there is little or no enhancement due to microphase action. In the 
oxygenation of sulfite to sulfate, the reaction was enhanced using decane which 
Table 1: Summary of literature studies 
Reaction Microphase Macroregime 
No MP With MP 
Enhancement 
factor 
References 
oxygenation of sulfite decane 
parafBn oil 
2 2 
2 2 
2.1 
~1 
Bruining et al., 1986 
synthesis of dibenzl 
sulfide 
fumed silica 
silica gel 
<1 
>1 
Hagenson et al., 1994 
oximation of 
cyclododecane 
1.7 |xm carbon 
4.33 |Lim carbon 
1-2 2-3 
1-2 2-3 
3.32 
2.91 
Janakiraman and 
Sharma, 1985 
oxidation of sodium 
sulfide 
1.7 ^m carbon 
4.33 i^m carbon 
>20 ^m carbon 
2-3 2-3 
2-3 2-3 
2-3 2-3 
3.88 
2.03 
1.51 
Pal et aL, 1982 
but-l-ene/sulfuric acid 
system 
chlorobenzene 0.02 
loading 0.1 
0.2 
7.29 
17.98 
25.68 
Mehra et al, 1988 
oxidation of sodium 
sulfide 
4.33 ^m carbon 0.01 
loading 0.07 
0.12 
2-3 2-3 
2-3 2-3 
2-3 2-3 
1.73 
2.02 
2.03 
Pal et al, 1982 
alkaline hydrolysis of 
benzl benzoate 
4.33 ^m carbon 1 1 1.2 Janakiraman and 
Sharma, 1985 
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had a higher solubility of oxygen, but was not enhanced when using parafGn oil 
which had little oxygen solubility (Bruining et al., 1986). A retardation in rate 
was observed for silica gel in microphase form due to agglomeration, but fumed 
silica showed an enhancement for the same system (Hagenson et al., 1994). The 
rate of hydrogen absorption into an aqueous hydroxylamine phosphate solution 
was increased four-fold in the presence of 20 (xm Pd/C catalyst particles. 
However, 10 ^m Pd/AUOs catalyst particles had no effect (Vv^Lmmers and Fortuin, 
1988b). The authors attributed this difference in catalytic activity to the 
adhesion of the catalyst particles to the hydrogen bubble. Adhesion 
measurements showed that Pd/C catalyst adhered to the bubbles while Pd/AlsOs 
displayed little attachment to the bubbles (Wimmers and Fortuin, 1988a). It 
was proposed that the catalyst particles partially covered the surface of the 
bubble and absorbed hydrogen directly from the gas phase (Wimmers et al., 
1984). This illustrates the adverse effects of choosing the wrong microphase and 
suggests that not every crystallized reaction product will act as a microphase. 
The microphase constituent size has an inverse relationship with the 
observed rate enhancement. When carbon particles of 1.77 and 4.33 ^irn were 
used as microphases, the smaller sized particles, 1.77 ^m, always enhanced the 
reaction rate to a greater extent (JanakLraman and Sharma, 1985). In a 
separate study, carbon particles coarser than 20 ^m had little effect on the rate 
enhancement, even though the reaction rate was increased almost four times by 
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1.77 nm carbon particles (Pal et al., 1982). For some conditions, the 1.77 ^m 
carbon particles enhanced the reaction rate by a factor of 20. The enhancement 
due to the carbon particles coarser than 20 ^m is mainly due to the catalj^c 
effect and not the microphase effect. Therefore, it has been concluded that as 
the microphase constituent size increases, the rate enhancement decreases. 
It has also been observed that greater microphase loadings will increase 
the enhancement of the reaction rate. For the absorption of but-l-ene into 
emulsions of chlorobenzene in aqueous solutions of sulfimc acid, the 
enhancement factor increased from 7.29 to 25.68 as the volumetric hold-up of 
chlorobenzene increased from 0.02 to 0.2 (Mehra, et al., 1988). Pal et al. (1982) 
also studied the effect of carbon microp article loading on the rate of reaction of 
absorbed oxygen and sodium sulfide. They found that the rate increased with 
increasing concentrations of the microphase and then leveled off at a certain 
saturation concentration. For the oxidation of sodium sulphide, the increase of 
the rate enhancement due to the carbon microp article loading was dependent on 
the initial concentration of the liquid phase reactant. The higher initial 
concentrations showed more dramatic enhancements than lower initial 
concentrations of the liquid phase reactant (Bhaskarwar and Kumar, 1986). 
The reaction rate enhancement also depends on which regime is 
controlling the diffusion and chemical reaction. There are four macroregimes; 
regime 1, very slow reactions; regime 2, slow reactions; regime 3, fast reactions; 
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and regime 4, instantaneous reactions CDoraiswamy andSharma, 1984). Rate 
enhancements due to a microphase have been observed for all regimes except 
regime 1. When a reaction is controlled by regime 1, the rate of diffusion of the 
sparingly soluble solute is much greater than the rate of reaction. The 
continuous phase will be saturated wilJi the solute and the rate of formation of 
the product will be determined by the kinetics of the homogeneous reaction. 
Since microphases affect the mass transfer rate and not the homogeneous 
reaction rate, they have little or no effect in regime 1. Catalytic microphases 
may affect the kinetic rate due to the catalytic properties and not the 
microphase action. This was shown through the study of the alkaline hydrolysis 
of benzyl benzoate (Janakiraman and Sharma, 1985). In all other 
macroregimes, the rate of reaction is faster than the rate of mass transfer. 
Therefore, the reactions are mass transfer influenced and microphase action can 
enhance the overall heterogeneous reaction rate. As seen in the oximation of 
cyclododecane, the presence of a microphase can change the regime 
(Janakiraman andSharma, 1985). 
Mehra and Sharma (1988) were the first to experimentally examine 
"autocataljrtic" microphase behavior. They studied the instantaneous reaction 
between gaseous hydrogen sulfide and iodine in the aqueous phase, which 
produces hydriodic acid and precipitated sulfur. The researchers observed a 
specific rate of absorption of hydrogen sulfide that exceeded the maximum 
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possible rate calculated by factors ranging firom two to eight using the theory of 
mass transfer with instantaneous reactions. 
Mehra and Sharma did not study the effect of microphases on the mass 
transfer rates in the absence of a reaction for the "autocatalytic" microphase 
system. However, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient, kia, was found to 
increase in the presence of activated carbon particles (< 100 ^un) for the 
absorption of oxygen in aqueous sodium sulphide solutions (Chandrasekaran 
and Sharma, 1977). The authors did not determine if this enhancement was a 
result of the carbon particles affecting the area or the meiss transfer coefficient 
or simply acting as a catalyst. The only study thus far which determined the 
effect of microparticles on physical absorption without reaction found that only 
activated carbon (< 5 ^m) gave an enhanced volumetric mass transfer coefficient 
(Alper et aL, 1980). Fine quartz sand (< 5 ^m) and oxirane acrylic beads (15 - 20 
|im on average) had no effect on the absorption rate. The authors beUeved that 
the enhanced mass transfer was due to the activated carbon's porosity and 
reactivity. 
Experimental Methods 
Reaction and mass transfer experiments were conducted in a 
mechanically agitated isothermal batch reactor/crystallizer with a 5 in. diameter 
and 7 in. height. A Fisher Scientific Isotemp Refrigerated Circulator, model 
9500, was used to maintain the temperature of the DI water being pumped 
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through the coohng jacket of the reactor. There were foxir port openings on the 
top of the reactor. The center port was used for the 1/4 in. diameter impeller rod 
with a 2 in. diameter propeller head. The impeller motor was controlled by a 
Cole Parmer Master Servodsme which recorded the rpm, in the range of 0 to 
3000. 
The reaction progress was monitored using a platinum conductivity probe, 
placed in one of the ports, connected to a Jenco Electronics Conductivity^H 
meter, model 1691, which read the conductivity in the range of 0 to 19.99 
mS/cm. The conductivity was converted to percent conversion of the sulfuric 
acid using calibration curves. One of the other ports was used to add the 
reagent grade chemicals needed for the reaction. 
In the preliminary reaction studies, reactions were carried out under 
varying temperatures, agitation rates, and initial concentrations of the 
reactants. The calcium citrate used for these reactions had an average surface 
area of 4 m^/g, which was determined by the BET equation in a Micrometrics 
ASAP 2010 surface area analyzer. In order to slow the reaction rate to measure 
the kinetics and enhancements quantitatively, the calcium citrate was 
recrystallized and then sieved to have an average diameter of 500 ^un and an 
average surface area of 0.8 m^/g. This recrystallized calcium citrate was used for 
aU the reaction kinetics and mass transfer studies. 
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The reaction kinetics studies were carried out in the absence and presence 
of the microphase. The reactions, both in the absence and presence of the 
microphase, were conducted at three different initial concentrations of calcium 
citrate and sulfuric acid and four different temperatures. The initial 
concentrations of calcium citrate in the aqueous phase were varied by allowing 
the calcium citrate to dissolve for different lengths of time before the sulfuric 
acid was added to the reaction mixture. The concentrations corresponding to the 
different dissolution times were determined by the dissolution experiments. 
These reactions both in the absence and presence of the microphase are 
reproducible, as seen by an example in Figure 2. 
100 
90 -
. f l f l s a a  a  a  a  a  • )  
fi 8 0  - - fi 
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Time (min) 
Figure 2: Reproducibility of reactions 
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The calcium sulfate microcrystals present in the microphase reactions 
were produced by a stoichiometric reaction between the recrystallized calcium 
citrate and sulfuric acid. The loading of the microphase was determined by the 
mass of the crystals between 1 and 10 |im in the initial crystal size distribution 
(CSD). An optical image analyzer was used to determine the CSDs of the 
calcium sulfate. The calcium sulfate crystal growth and nucleation rates were 
determined by extracting samples from the reaction mixture during the 
microphase reactions. The sulfuric acid was immediately neutralized using 
concentrated sodium hydroxide. 
The effect of the microphase on the mass transfer coefficient was 
evaluated by dissolution experiments in the presence and absence of csdcium 
sulfate microcrystals. The dissolution rates were determined by withdrawing 
two mL of the medium with a syringe through a 0.2 ^un filter at various times. 
The solution was allowed to reach equilibrium and a sample was then extracted 
to obtain the saturation concentration. The samples in the absence of the 
microphase were diluted by a factor of ten in 5% nitric acid and analyzed for 
calcium concentration by ICPAS atomic emission spectroscopy. A High-Pressure 
Liquid Chromatography was used to determine the citrate concentration for the 
samples in the presence of the microphase (since the microphase also contains 
calcium). An autosampler extracted 0.2 ^iL from each sample and fed it through 
a HPX87P column. The standard calibration curve had an greater than 99%. 
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Results and Discussion 
Preliminary reaction studies were performed to verify an "autocatalytic" 
effect due to the reaction product acting as a microphase. If the calcium sulfate 
microcrystals act as a microphase, then when this reaction product reaches 
saturation and begins to precipitate, there should be an enhancement in the 
reaction rate of the heterogeneous reaction between calcium citrate and sulfuric 
acid. This effect was observed experimentally for a 0.1 wt% sulfuric acid 
solution at 25°C, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, it was concluded that the 
calcium sulfate did act as a microphase. This conversion versus time plot 
showed a marked increase at 65 percent conversion. At this conversion, enough 
calcium sulfate was produced to reach its solubility concentration of 0.9 g/L. As 
can be seen in Figure 3, both reaction curves for 500 and 750 rpm begin to level 
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Figure 3: "Autocatalytic" behavior due to crystallized product acting as a 
microphase (T = 25°C, 0.1 wt% H2SO4) 
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off just before the reactions reach a conversion of 65 percent. As soon as these 
reactions reach this conversion, there is a jump in conversion, which represents 
an increased reaction rate due to the newly precipitated calcium sulfate acting 
as a microphase. 
Reactions were also carried out at different conditions to verify the rate 
increase at the saturation concentration of calcium sulfate. Another example of 
"autocatalsrtic" behavior is illustrated in Figure 4. For this reaction, the 
conversion rose dramatically at 85 percent conversion which corresponds to the 
solubility concentration (1 g/L) of calcium sulfate for these system conditions. 
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Figure 4: "Autocatalj^c" behavior due to crystallized product acting as a 
microphase (T = 35°C, 0.08 wt% ^S04) 
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This implies that the calcium sulfate microciystals behave as an "autocatalytic" 
microphase for this reaction system. 
This set of experimental results shows the "autocatalj^tic" effect of calcium 
sulfate; however, the enhancement factor and reaction kinetics could not be 
obtained from this data because the reaction was almost complete before the 
microphase was produced. In order to study the enhancement factors and 
kinetics of this reaction system, the reaction rate needed to be retarded. The 
calcium citrate was recrystaUized to obtain particles with a svirface area per unit 
mass 25% less than that of the original particles. Also, lower temperatures of 
10, 15, 20 and 25°C were used to reduce the rate of reaction. The lower 
temperatures also increased the saturation concentration of calcium sulfate. 
Due to the increase in the solubility, no calcium sulfate particles precipitated out 
of solution during the reactions in which no microphase was added initially. 
The reaction curves in the absence and presence of the microphase with 
the same conditions (20°C, 0.12 wt% H2SO4, 4 minutes of dissolution for 
Ca3(C6H507)2) were compared, as shown in Figure 5. The reaction with 0.6 g/L of 
calcium sulfate microparticles reached completion much faster than the reaction 
where no microphase was present. The initial rates of reaction were determined 
by finding the initial slope. These rates were used instead of an average rate 
because the reactant, sulfuric acid, was consumed over time. The rate 
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enhancement due to the microphase is quantified by the enhancement factor, 
$ (Equation 2). In the example shown in Figure 5, <I> is 1.43, and therefore, 
 ^ rg (in the presence of microphase) 
rs (in the absence of microphase) 
the reaction rate with the microphase is estimated to be 43% greater than the 
rate without one. 
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Figure 5: Enhancement due to "autocatalytic" microphase 
(T = 20°C, 0.12 wt% H2SO4) P?rend line through data] 
Enhancement factors greater than one were obtained for all initial 
conditions considered in this study. Figure 6 shows the results of three 
replications of reactions with conditions of 15°C, 0.1 wt% sulfuric acid initially 
and calcium citrate aqueous concentration corresponding to two minutes of 
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dissolution time. These results were used to determine if the observed reaction 
rate enhancement was statistically significant. The initial reaction rates were 
determined for each run. The mean reaction rates with and without the 
microphase were compared using a pooled, one-sided t-test. The assumption of 
equal variance was justified using an F-test. 
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Figure 6: Enhancement due to "autocatalytic" microphase 
(T = 15°C, 0.10 wt% H2SO4) [Trend line through data] 
The null hypothesis that the mean reaction rates in the absence and 
presence of the microphase are equal was tested in a one-sided t-test. The 
alternative hypothesis is the mean reaction rate with a microphase present is 
greater than the mean reaction rate without a microphase present. The p-value 
of the calcxdated t-statistic was less than 0.001, which is large enough to reject 
xNo MP 
a No MP 
A No MP 
o 0.57 g/L 
*0.57 g/L 
o 0.57 g/L 
2 3 
Time (min) 
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the null hypothesis at the 0.001 level. Therefore, the conclusion is diat the 
reaction rate in the presence of the microphase was greater than that in the 
absence of the microphase. Since the enhancement was found to be of statistical 
significance, it is concluded that there is an "autocatalytic" microphase 
enhancement due to the calcium sulfate microcrystals in this reaction system. 
The average enhancement factor for these reaction conditions was 1.76. 
As stated previously, the enhancement observed in studies using external 
microphases increased with increasing microphase loading up to a saturation 
point and decreased with increasing constituent size. Since the "autocatal5rtic" 
microphase is increasing its size and loading simultaneously through both 
growth and nucleation, it is important to determine how these two competing 
processes affect the enhancement. Reactions were conducted with several 
different initial concentrations of calcium sulfate. All reactions had the same 
conditions: 15°C, 0.1wt% sulfuric acid, and two minutes of dissolution time for 
the calcium citrate prior to addition of sulfuric acid. A stoichiometric reaction 
was performed to produce 0.6, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 5.0 g/L calcium sulfate crystals 
to use as the microphase for the reactions. The initial crystal size distributions 
are illustrated in Figure 7. The crystals between 1 and 10 ^un constitute the 
microphase. This value was chosen because it has been observed that particles 
greater than 20 iim have little effect on the reaction rate (Pal et al., 1982). 
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Figure 7: Inverse cumulative crystal size distributions for different 
microphase loadings 
Microphases with constituent diameter of 10 ^m are the largest size reported 
which greatly enhance the reaction rate (Bruining et al., 1986). Using a mass 
balance (Equation 3), the corresponding microphase loadings for the different 
crystal size distributions are 0.57, 1.36,1.87, 2.39, and 2,85 g/L microphase for 
0.6, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 5.0 g/L calcium sulfate crystals, respectively. 
Figure 8 shows the reaction curves for several different microphase 
loadings. The reaction rate increases with increasing microphase loading to a 
saturation point at 1.87 g/L microphase where more microcrystals do not yield 
any additional rate enhancement. Table 2 .summarizes the microphase loadings 
and enhancements for the different loadings of calcium siilfate crystals. 
A/ = 6kvp |L^n(L)dL (3) 
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Table 2: Summary of microphase loading study for reaction rates 
CaS04 crystal 
loading 
Microphase 
loading 
<j) 
0.6 g/L 0.57 g/L 1.76 
1.5 g/L 1.36 g/L 2.53 
2.5 g/L 1.87 g/L 2.79 
3.5 g/L 2.39 g/L 2.79 
5.0 g/L 2.85 g/L 2.81 
Since the underlying mechanism for enhancement of the "autocatalytic" 
(sink-type) microphase is an increase in the mass transfer or dissolution rate, a 
study of the mass transfer effects without any reaction present was undertaken. 
The same microphase loadings as used in the reaction study were employed for 
No MP 
0.57 
1.36 g/L 
1.87 g  ^
285 g  ^
0.5 1 
Time (min) 
1.5 
Effect of microphase loading [Trend line through data] 
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the dissolution expeiiments. The proposed, mechanism for the microphase was 
verified by the increased mass transfer coefficient and rate in the presence of the 
microphase, as illustrated in Figure 9. For each microphase loading, a plot of 
the dissolved calcium citrate concentration versus the dissolution time was 
prepared as shown in Figure 10. These plots were used in conjunction with 
Equation 4 and the measured saturation concentrations to calculate the mass 
transfer coefficients. The surface area of the calcium citrate particles was 
|^l = k,a([A.]-[A]) (4) 
4.5 
3.5 CO 
E o 
2.5 
< 
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Figure 9: Effect of microphase on mass transfer [Trend line 
through data] 
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Figure 10: Dissolution of calcium citrate [Trend line through data] 
measured using the BET method. The surface area per gram changed slightly 
over dissolution time by a linear relationship. This change was taken into 
consideration in the calculation for the mass transfer coefficient. For the 
reactions, no surface area changes were included due to the larger concentration 
of calcium citrate particles. 
If a mass transfer enhancement factor, (jhn, is defined as the ratio of the 
coefficient in the presence and absence of the microphase, then a comparison of 
the enhancement factors for mass transfer and reaction shows that most of the 
reaction rate enhancement is attributable to the increased mass transfer rate. 
This is shown in Figure 11. The two enhancement curves follow the ssime trends 
and both level off at a microphase loading of 1.87 g/L. This supports the theory 
that the "autocatalytic" microphase increases the mass transfer rate which in 
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Figure 11: Comparison of reaction and mass transfer enhancement 
factors [Trend line through data] 
turn increases the overall reaction rate. Figure 11 also shows that there is 
another mechanism which accounts for some of the reaction rate enhancement 
since the mass transfer and reaction enhancements do not coincide. The 
additional enhancement observed with reaction could be due to two phenomena; 
an increase in the mass transfer coefficient due to chemical reaction or a 
reaction occurring on the microphase. For this reaction system, the Damkohler 
number is approximately 40, which suggests that the increase in mass transfer 
coefficient due to reaction is small (Doraiswamy and Sharma, 1984a). 
The reaction kinetics in the absence of the microphase and in the presence 
of 0.57 g/L microphase loading were studied. The reaction kinetics in the 
absence of the microphase can be described by a power law model. For this 
• Mass transfer 
A Reaction 
i 1 1 1 \ 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Microphase Loading (g/L) 
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reaction, the rate kinetics are dependent on both the reactants, calcium citrate 
and sul&iric acid. Thus, Equation 5, where A and B refer to calcium citrate and 
sulfuric acid, respectively, describes the kinetics of this system. The parameter 
r = knm[A]"[B]° (5) 
values of kmn, m, and n were determined for all temperatures using initial rates. 
Initial rates were used in this system to find the intrinsic kinetics, because the 
system is mass transfer controlled. At t = 0, the rate depends on the 
homogeneous reaction between the already dissolved calcium citrate and the 
sulfuric acid. The initial concentration of calcium citrate used in equations 5 
and 6 is the amount of calcium citrate which has dissolved into the aqueous 
phase prior to the addition of sulfuric acid. 
The natural logarithm was applied to Equation 5 to yield a linear 
relationship shown in Equation 6, which was solved for the parameter values 
using multiple linear regression methods on the statistical program SAS. 
/« r = /AI k mn + m /«[A] + n //I[B] (6) 
The experimental data fit Equation 6 well. For all four temperatures, was 
greater than 0.90 with a p-value less than 0.05. P-values have a range fix)m 0 to 
1 and a low p-value supports model adequacy. The reaction orders of 0.5 for 
both m and n were calculated for all four temperatures. The rate constants, kmn, 
for the temperatures of 10, 15, 20, and 25°C were found to be 3.81, 3.94, 4.00, 
and 4.14 1/s, respectively. An Arrhenius plot of these data is illustrated in 
Figure 12. Linear regression was used to compute the activation energy, which 
was 3.7 kJ/moI. 
Power law kinetics was also used for the reactions in the presence of the 
microphase. However, for the microphase reactions, the rate of reaction equals 
the reaction kinetics of the homogeneous reaction plus the reaction on the 
microphase, if there is one (Equation 7). The distribution coefficient, nu, relates 
•• = ''„„[A]°'[B]" +mAk^[A^]"[B^]° (7) 
the concentration on the microphase with the concentration in the continuous 
phase. The microphase should not affect the intrinsic kinetics of the reaction 
system. Therefore, the reaction kinetic parameters for the homogeneous 
reaction obtained previously were used in Equation 7. The initial 
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Figure 12: Arrhenius plot for activation energy [Regression line 
through data] 
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concentxations of calcium citrate are different then those in the reaction in the 
absence of the microphase because the microphase has increased, the dissolution 
rate. The same dissolution times were used to compare the reactions with and 
without the microphase, however, these times correspond to different 
concentrations because the presence of the microphase dramatically increases 
the mass transfer rate. 
The corresponding initial calcium citrate and sulfuric acid concentrations 
were used to calculate the homogeneous reaction rate and subtracted from the 
measured initial rate for the reactions in the presence of the microphase. This 
would yield the rate for the reaction taking place on the microphase. The 
calculated reaction rates on the microphase were all close to zero; some were 
even negative. This suggests that there is no reaction on the "autocatalytic" 
microphase for this system. The calcium sulfate microcrystals are acting as a 
physical sink by transporting the calcium citrate from near the macrointerface 
to the bulk phase where reaction occurs. Similar calculations were computed for 
reactions with different microphase loadings which verified this conclusion. 
The controlling micro- and macroregimes can now be determined using 
the experimental results. There are three types of microregimes: kinetic, 
diffusion, and mixed controlled. Since there is no reaction on the microphase 
particles, the controlling microregime must be diffusion controlled. For this 
regime, diffusion of the solute to the microphase through the microfilm is the 
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rate limiting step for the uptake rate of solute on the microphase. The 
governing expression for the uptake coefficient for the difiusion controlled 
regime is given in Equation 8. To estimate k^p, the limiting value of the 
Sherwood number, 2, is used. This will approximate kLjnp &om the expression in 
Equation 9. The cumulative surface area of the microphase, amp, and the 
average microparticle diameter, dp, can be obtained using the crystal size 
distribution. These parameters will change as the reaction progresses because 
the newly produced reaction product will be crystallized. 
The controlling macroregime can be determined for the reaction in both 
the absence and presence of the microphase using established methods 
(Doraiswamy and Sharma, 1984). For this system, the mass transfer rate is 
much less than the kinetic rate, and hence, the reaction is mass transfer 
influenced. Under this condition, the reaction could be in regime 2, 3, 4, or a 
combination thereof. To determine which regime describes the reaction system, 
the Hatta number, Vm , was calculated using Equation 10. The diffiisivity of A 
(8) 
^im-l 
(10) 
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is the only parameter in expression which has not been experimentally 
determined. An estimation of this factor was calculated using the Reddy and 
Doraiswamy (1967) method, which is a modified version of the Wilke and Chang 
(1955) relation for diffiisivily. It was computed as 1.65x10 ® cm^/s. 
The Hatta number, Vm , is 0.44 for this system, which indicates that the 
reaction falls in regime 2, where all reaction occurs in the film. However, even 
though Vm is less than one, it is not much less than one, so further 
investigation is necessary to confirm regime 2. 
The rate of reaction in the film is compared to the flux of A at the film 
boundary layer, 5, using the relation in Equation 11 to determine whether the 
reaction occurs entirely in the bulk, regime 2, entirely in the film, regime 3, or in 
both the bulk and film, regime 2-3. If \\fs is negligible compared to the reaction 
=—^DAkinnfA*] + M^5 where vj/s = (11) 
m+1 L J dx x=5 
term in Equation 11, then the reaction transpires entirely in the film, regime 3. 
If the flux condition is of the same order of magnitude as the reaction rate term, 
then the reaction takes place in both the bulk and the film, regime 2-3. If the 
flux at the boundary is much greater than the reaction term, then the reaction 
occurs in the bulk, regime 2. For the system under study, the last condition was 
vaUd, and therefore the reaction falls in regime 2, where the reaction occurs 
uniformly in the bulk phase. 
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Since microphases have been observed to shift regimes, it is important to 
also perform a regime analysis for the microphase reactions. A similar analysis 
was performed with the parameters experimentally determined in the presence 
of the microphase. Even though the mass transfer rate is increased in the 
presence of the microphase, it is still much less than the kinetic rate. -Jm was 
calculated as 0.36, which indicates regime 2 as the controlling regime. Using 
the relation in Equation 11, it was confirmed that the reaction occurs in the bulk 
phase and therefore is described by regime 2. 
The model developed in the first part of this study can be validated with 
these experimental restilts. Two microphase loadings were chosen to verify the 
model: 0.57 and 1.87 g/L microphase. The parameters in the model for the 
reaction, microphase, and meiss transfer processes have been acquired 
expeiimentally as discussed above. The crystallization kinetics, which were also 
obtained experimentally, are the final parameters needed for the model. Inverse 
cumulative crystal size distributions were measured at various times during the 
reaction, as seen in Figure 13. The moments of the initial crystal size 
distribution between 1 and 10 (im were used as initial conditions for the 
differential moment equations. 
The crystal growth and nucleation parameters were determined fix)m 
these crystal size distributions. Since the distributions have approximately the 
same slope, the crystal growth is not size dependent for the microphase region. 
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Figure 13: Inverse cumulative crystal size distributions for several 
reaction times [Regression lines through, data] 
Therefore, the horizontal difference between the two crystal size distributions, 
divided by the difference in time, corresponds to the average growth rate for the 
crystals in the time period between ti and tz. The average supersaturation 
during this time period was calculated using a mass balance of the reaction 
product where the amount produced and incorporated into the crystalline form 
are known experimentally. The growth rate was found to be linearly related to 
the dimensionless supersaturation with a growth rate constant of 0.05 and 0.90 
|im/s for 0.57 and 1.87 g/L microphase, respectively. The nucleation rate for 
each time period was measured by the difference in number at the intercept over 
time. A linear relationship was also found between the nucleation rate and the 
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dimensionless supersaturation. The resulting nucleation rate constants were 
calculated to be 190 and 370 crystals/(im-s for 0.57 and 1.87 g/L microphase, 
respectively. 
The model equations developed in part one of this study for reactions in 
macroregime 2 and difiEiision controlled microregime can be solved using the 
experimental parameter values to check the accuracy of the model. However, in 
the mathematical derivation of these model equations it was assumed that the 
reaction kinetics were pseudo-order. In this reaction system, the sulfimc acid 
concentration does not remain constant throughout the reaction time. 
Therefore, a species balance for sulfuric acid in the continuous phase is 
necessary to calculate its rate of consumption. Equation 12 gives the 
dimensionless form for the rate of sulfuric acid consumption. The rate of 
consumption is stoichiometrically equivalent to the rate of mass transfer of 
calcium citrate across the film. This occurs by two mechanisms: difEiision in the 
continuous phase and uptake to the microphase which will facilitate its 
transport into the bulk phase where reaction occurs. A siunmary of the 
dimensionless differential equations necessary to model the calcium 
citrate/sulfiiric acid reaction system are shown in Table 3. 
(12) 
Table 3: Dimensionless equations for model verification 
Equation Conditions 
Continuous Phase 
dt " nkl 
I.e. CA = CA =0 inp 
B. C. X = 0 CA = 1 
X = 8 C^ = 0 
Microphase — ' O K O ( C a  -  C A  )  dt nk^niA \ I. C. Ca =0 ^mp 
Crystallization 
d^soi _ rj\#]P^^A P 
dx a dx MW dx 
dx nkl ^ f dx jikJ 
®A ,^,0 iV ^ 12DA k 
dx Tik^ dx nkl K 
I. C. from Initial CSD 
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These equations were solved simultaneously using the same technique as 
in part one of thia study. Finite difference approximation was used to discretize 
the equations with respect to the space variable. The resulting system of 
ordinary differential equations was solved using the backward differentiation 
method with NAG subroutines. A comparison of the model results to the 
experimental data is shown in Figure 14. Although there are some 
discrepancies, the model matches the experimental data well. The model is 
lacking some physical characteristic such as mixing or more importantly the 
dissociation of citric acid in the aqueous solution, which may be responsible for 
these discrepancies. 
Figure 14: Comparison of model simulation results Qines) and 
experimental data (points) 
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Conclusions 
Enhancement due to the reaction product (calcium sulfate) acting as an 
"autocatalj^c" microphase was shown experimentally. Reaction rate 
enhancements were observed for several different conditions at the onset of 
calcium sulfate nucleation, thus this reaction product was acting as an 
"autocatalytic" microphase. Under different initial conditions, significant rate 
enhancements, as high as 2.81, were observed. The reaction kinetics for the 
continuous phase were described by a simple power law model. The reaction, 
both in the absence and presence of the microphase, falls in regime 2. There 
was no reaction occurring on the microphase, therefore the microregime was 
diffusion control. 
The micropheise increased the dissolution rate of the solid calcivim citrate 
into the aqueous phase in the absence of the reaction. When the mass transfer 
and reaction enhancements were compared for several microphase loadings, it 
was determined that the increased mass transfer rate is predominantly 
responsible for the heterogeneous reaction rate enhancement. This verifies the 
sink type microphase mechanism which attributes the rate enhancement 
produced by these microphases to the facilitated transport of the solute by the 
microp articles. 
Reaction and mass transfer rate enhancements increased with increasing 
microphase loading until 1.87 g/L microphase, when the effect of new nuclei is 
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negligible. As the calcium sulfate crystal concentration increased, the crystals 
began to grow larger than the effective size for microphase constituents. 
However, these large crystals appeared to have no adverse effects on the rate 
enhancement since the enhancement did not decrease as more large crystals 
were grown. 
The model derived for the simulations in part one of this study was 
validated. The model and experimental residts for the conversion versus time of 
the sulfuric acid were in good agreement. The conversion for the model 
simvdation reached one, whereas, the highest conversion obtained 
experimentally was 0.9. This is most Kkely due to the dissociation of citric acid 
or the mixing effects in the reactor. 
N omenclatur e 
A Cumulative surface area of crystal, cm^ 
[A] Concentration of A in continuous phase, kmol/m^ cont 
[A*] Solubility of A in continuous phase, kmol/m^ cont. 
[Amp] Concentration of A on microphase, kmol/m^ MP 
a Surface area of calcium citrate particles, rnVg 
amp Surface area of microphase per unit volume of aqueous phase, 
cm^MP/cm^ cont. 
[B] Concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/m^ cont. 
[Bo] Initial concentration of B in continuous phase, kmol/m^ cont. 
[Bmp] Concentration of B on microphase, Icmol/m^ MP 
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B° Nucleation rate, nuclei/cm^ min 
b Stoichiometric coefficient of reactant; also, 
Constant in heterogeneous nucleation equation 
C* Solubility of crystallizing species in the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
CA Dimensionless concentration of A in continuous phase 
CAmp Dimensionless concentration of A on microphase 
CB Dimensionless concentration of B in continuous phase 
Cp Concentration of product produced by reaction, kmol/cm^ cont. 
Csoi Concentration of product in the continuous phase, kmol/cm^ cont. 
DA Diffusivity of A in continuous phase, m^/s 
dp Diameter of microphase constituent, ^un 
G Growth rate, cm/s 
Ko Uptake coefficient for A, cm/s 
ka Shape factor for crystal surface area 
kg Growth rate constant, cm/s 
kL Mass transfer coefficient for solid dissolution, m/s 
kL.mp Mass transfer coefficient for uptake in microphase, m/s 
kmn Rate constant for reaction in continuous phase, 1/s 
kmp Rate constant for reaction on microphase, 1/s 
kn Nucleation rate constant, 1/s 
kv Shape factor for volume of crystal 
L Characteristic length of crystal, cm 
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L Cumulative crystal length, cm 
L Volumetric holdup of microphase, cm^ MP/cm^ total 
M Cumulative mass of crystal, g 
VM Hatta number 
MW Molecular weight, g/mol 
m Reaction order of calcium citrate or solute A in general 
mA Distribution coefficient of A between microphase and continuous phase, 
(kmol/m^ MP)/(kmol/m3 cont.) 
N Cumxilative number 
n Reaction order of sulfuric acid or B in general; also, 
Population density 
p Stoichiometric coefficient for reaction product 
RA Specific rate of absorption of A, kmol/m^ s 
r Reaction rate for the continuous phase, kmol/m^ s 
rmp Reaction rate for the microphase, kmol/m^ s 
t Time, s 
V Volume of reactor, cm^ 
V Cumulative crystal volume, cm^ 
X Distance from gas or solid-hquid interface, m 
5 Film thickness, m 
p Density, g/cm^ 
T Dimensionless time 
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(j) Enhancement factor for heterogeneous reaction 
(jhn Enhancement factor for mass transfer 
\|/5 Flux of A at film boundary 
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
General Conclusions 
"Autocatalytic" microphase action was e3q)erimentally studied using the 
industrially important reaction system of solid calcium citrate reacting with 
liquid sulfuric acid to produce industrially usefid. citric acid and solid calcium 
sulfate by-product. At the onset of calcium sulfate nucleation, an increase in the 
reaction rate was observed. This enhanced reaction rate was attributed to the 
reaction product microcrystals acting as a microphase by assisting in the mass 
transfer of calcium citrate £rom near the macrointerface into the bulk phase 
where reaction occurred. 
The action of this "autocatalj^c" microphase was confirmed when studies 
were performed for the mass transfer rates without reaction. The calcium 
citrate dissolved faster in the presence of the microphase of calcium sulfate 
particles. Moreover, the mass transfer and reaction rate enhancements for 
increasing microphase loadings yielded comparable trends. Both enhancements 
reached the same microphase saturation loading of 1.87 g/L microphase. 
For this reaction system, there was no reaction on the microphase 
particles. Therefore, the solute uptake to the microphase was diffusion 
controlled. The reaction was controlled by macroregime 2, both in the absence 
and presence of the microphase. A simple power law model was used to explain 
the reaction kinetics. The experimental analysis for t.his reaction system was 
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used to validate the mathematical model which comprehensively describes 
"autocatalytic" microphase action. 
The crystallization kinetic models are essential to correctly describe the 
"autocatalj^c" microphase action. The reaction rate enhancements which are 
calculated in the simulations for both regimes 2 and 3 were significantly 
influenced by the crystal growth rates and the initial crystal size distribution. 
Therefore, the previous models, which use simplified nucleation models and no 
growth models, are inadequate. 
Recommendations for Future Work 
In order to apply the benefits of "autocatalytic" microphases to industrial 
processes, an in-depth understanding of their effects is needed. The present 
research has revealed many previously unknown aspects of the microphase 
system. It has also assisted in confirming many proposed theories. However, 
more information about "autocatalytic" microphases in general is required to 
exploit this new concept in industry. A study of the predicted crystal size 
distributions using a modified mathematical model could be applied to 
industrial reaction/crystallization processes in which the control of the crystal 
size distribution is highly important. 
For several different commercially important reaction systems, a 
comprehensive experimental program should be followed. Experiments to 
confirm the findings in this research that the microphase also enhances the 
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mass transfer rate without reaction occurring must be carried out. These mass 
transfer and reaction rate experiments should be conducted for larger 
microphase loadings to determine if there is a range of microphase loadings 
which yield maximum rate enhancement. Also, reaction/crystallization systems 
with competing reaction pathways should be studied to determine the effects of 
microphases on the selectivity of the desired reaction product. 
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APPENDIX ONE: FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR MODELING 
MCF3 Program Text 
This program incorporates crystallization. Jcinecics into 
•autocatalytic" microphase model for fast reaction. 
Mark 14 Revised. NAG Copyright 1989. 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
.. Parameters .. 
UrrSGER NODT,NOOT2 
PARAMETER {NOUT=6.NOUT2=10) 
INTEGER N, NEQ. NEQMAX, NRW, NINF, ML, MO, NJCPVT, 
+ NWKJAC, MAXORD, NY2DIM, MAXSTP, .MXENIL 
PARAMETER (N=40, NEQ=2 *N+4 ,NEQMAX=NEQ, NRW=50+4*NEQMAX, 
+ NINF=23 ,ML=I, MU=2 ,NJC?VT=NEQt€AX, 
NWKJAC=NEQKAX'(2»ML+MU-t-I) , 
+ MAX0RD=11, NY2DIM=MAXORD+3 , MAXSTP=2S000 ,ilXHNIL=5) 
DOUBLE PRECISION HO, HMAX, KMIN. TCRIT 
P-^RAMETER (:-iO=0 . ODO, KM.'OC=10 . ODO, .HMIN=I. OD-10, TCRIT=0 . ODO) 
. . Local Scaleurs .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION H, HU, T, TCUR, TOLSc, TOUT 
INTEGER I, IFAIL, DQCER, ITASX, ITOL, ITRACE, NITER, NJE 
+ NQ, NQU, NRE, NST 
.. Local Arrays .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION ATOL (NEQMAX) , CONST(S) , RTOL (NEQM.5LX) , RWORK(NHW) 
WKJAC (NWKJAC) , Y (NEQMAX) , YDOT(Nc:QM.aJC) , 
YSAVE (NEQMAX, .>nr2DrM) 
INTEGER INFORM (NINF) , JAC PVT (NJC PVT) 
LOGIGU, ALGEQU(NEQM.AX) 
Variables in common . . 
COMMON /VBLES/ DA, 2MT, RXN, ORD, DIS, AS, RMP, V, RKO 
.. External Subroutines . . 
EXTERNAL D02NBY, D02NCZ,D02NCF, D02NTF, D02NWF, D02NYF, 
D02NZF, 
* FCN, X04ABF 
.. Executable Statements . . 
V=1.5D3 
DA=1.0D-7 
2MT=8.OD-4 
.^XN=10. ODO 
?«MP-=10 . ODO 
ORD=1.0D0 
DIS=5000.0D0 
AS=i:Od-S 
RKO=l.Sd-2 
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WRITE (NOOT,*) 'Prograun Results' 
CALL X04ASF(1,NOUT) 
mtegrace co TOOT (ITASK=L i.e. overshooting and internal 
interpolation) using the blend method. Default values for the 
array CONST are used. Employ scalar relative tolerance and vecto 
absolute tolerance. The Jacobian is evaluated by JAC. 
MONITR subroutine replaced by NAG dummy routine D02NBY. 
? = O.ODO 
TOUT = lO.ODO 
ITASX = 1 
Y(l)=4.79d5 
Y(2)=27.0dl 
Y(3)=1.84d-I 
Y(4)=5.33d-5 
DO 300 JJ  = 5,N+4 
KK = N+JJ 
Y(JJ')=1.0DO 
Y(:C<)=O.OdO 
300 CONTINCJi: 
ITOD = 2 
RTOLd) = l.OD-4 
DO 40 I = i,NEQ 
ATOL(I) = l.OD-5 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 20 I = 1, o 
CONST(I) = O.ODO 
20 CCNTI^'UE 
ITklL = 0 
CALu D02N;vT (NHQMAX, .VY2DrM, MAXORD, CONST, TCRIT. HMIN, .HHAX, KO , >L^STP, 
MXKNIL, ' Average-L2 ', RWORK, IrAIL) 
C1.LL D02NTF(NZQ,NEQJ150C, 'Numerical:iL, JiU,N;VKJAC,NJCPVT, RWORK, 
IF.AIL) 
V/RITE (NOUT,*) 
WRITE {NOUT,') ' X ^(1) Y(2) Y(3) 
VfillTE (NOUT.99999) T, (Y( 1) , Y-(2 ) , V( 5) ) 
Soft fail and error messages only 
ITHACS = 0 
H = 0.05D0 
IFAIL = 0 
CALL DO 2NZF (NEQMAX, TCRIT, H, HMIN, :-3!AX. M.ajCSTP, MXKNIL, RWORK. IFAIL) 
open(unit=nout2,file='rapr3.txt',status='unknown') 
TINC = 0 . SDO 
DO 355 I = 1,20 
TOUT = T+TINC 
IFAIL = 1 
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CALL D02NCF (NEQ, NEQMAX, T, TOOT, Y", YDOT. RWORK. RTOL, ATOL, ITOL, INFORM. 
+ FCN. YSAVS, >fY2DIM. D02NC2,WKJAC,NWKJAC, JACPVT.NJCPVT. 
• D02NBY,ITASK,ITRACE,IFAIL) 
r 
IF (IFAIL-EQ.O) THE:I 
VmiTS (MOOT,99994) T. (Y(l) , YC2),Y(5)) 
write(r-ouc2,99999) T. (Y(lck), lck=l.NEQ) 
ELSE 
WHITE CNOOT,') 
WRITS (NOQT,99998) 'Exic D02NCF with IFAIL = IFAIL, 
+ ' and T = ', T 
END I? 
355 CONTINUE 
STOP 
99999 FORMAT (IX, F8.3 ,122{F13.4,X)) 
99998 FORMAT (IX.A,12,A,012.5) 
99997 FORMAT (IX,A,D12.5,A,D12.5,A,D12.4) 
99996 FORMAT (IX.A,16,A,15,A,IS) 
99995 FORMAT (IX,A,14) 
99994 FORMAT (IX.F3.3,3(F13.4,X)) 
END 
SVB ROUTINE FCN ( *:EQ , T , Y , R , IRES) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,0-Z) 
• .. Parameters .. 
INTEGER N 
PARAMETER (N=40) 
.. Scalar Argximents . . 
DOUBLE PRECISION T 
INTEGER IRES 
* .. Array Argxraents .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION R(NEQ), Y(NEQ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DA, ZMT, RltN.ORD, DIS, AS, RMP, U, RG, V 
LOCAL VARIABLES ' 
INTEGER J, :<, II, J  J  
DOUBLE PRECISION dx.TEMPI,YIO.CL,DP 
VARIABLES IN COMMON ' 
COMMON /V3LSS/ DA,ZMT,RXN,ORD,DIS,AS,HMP,V,RHO 
.. Executable Statements .. 
dx = l.ODO/N 
x0=0.OdO 
U=(4.0d0*da/(3.14dO*ZOT'"2))•!.OdS*(Y(8S)-1.Od-3)/I.Od-3 
RG={4.0dO'da/ (3 .14dO'2MT"2) ) *1. OD-5 ' (Y(85) -1. Od-3 ) /I. Od-3 
R(l) = (4.0DO-DA/(3.14DO*2MT*'2))»(U-U-0.1B69) 
R(2) = (4.0D0«DA-Y(1)'RG)/(3.14D0*ZMT'-2) 
R(3) = (4.0D0*DA''12.0D0*Y(2)'RGI / (3 .14D0*ZMT*»2) 
R(4) = (4.0D0*DA'5.0D0*Y{3)-RG)/(3.14D0»2MT**2) 
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DP=YC2)/Y(1) 
CL=2.0D0'DA/DP 
J = 5 
K = N+J 
YIO = l.ODO 
TEMPI = (1/(CI,'Y(3))+1/(DIS*RMP11 
R(l) = ((y(J+l)-2.0D0»Y(J)+Y10)/DX—2)-
({4.0D0''DA»AS" (ORD-l.ODO)) / (3 .14D0»ZMT**2) ) 'PJCN* 
(Y{J) "ORD)-(4.0D0»aA/(3.14D0"rEMPl'ZMT'*2) ) * 
{Y(4) / (V+Y{4)) ) • (YCJ)-Y(K)) 
R(X) = (4.0D0»DA/(3.14D0*TEMP1*DIS»2MT"2)' 
(Y(4) / (V+Y(4)) ) * (YCJ) -Y(K)) -
(4.0D0»DA/(3.14DG*2MT**2))•RMP»Y(K)••ORD) 
DO 400 J  = 6,N+3 
:< = M+o 
R(J) = ((Y(J-1)-2.0D0*Y(J)+Y(J+1))/DX»*2)-
( (4.0D0'DA*AS*» (ORD-L.ODO) ) / (3 .14D0'2MT'-»2) ) 'RXN* 
(Y(J) **000) -(4.0DO*DA/ (3 .14D0*TSM?i*2MT»*2 ) ) * 
(Y(4) / (V+Y(4) ) ) ' (Y(J)-YCO ) 
RCO = (4.0DO'DA/(3 .14D0»TEMPl*DrS''ZMT"2) * 
(Y{4) / (V-!-Y(4) ) ) ' {Y(u )-Y(K) )-
•r (4 .ODO'DA/ (3 .14D0*-2MT*'2) ) •.tlMP*Y(K) "ORD) 
400 CONTINUE 
u=N->-4 
:< = M+J 
R(J) = ((Y(J-1)-YCJ)}/DX"2)-((4.0D0'DA»AS'*(ORD-l.ODO))/(3.14D0»2MT-'2))'RXN' {Y(J) "ORD) -(4.0D0*DA/ (3 .14D0*TE11P1*ZMT'*2) ) ' 
CY(41/(V+Y(4) ) ) '(Y(v7)-Y(K) ) 
RCO = (4 .0D0*-DA/(3 .14D0*TE31Pl-DrS'ZMT'*2) * 
(Y(4) / (V-^Y(4) ) ) • (Y(J)-Y(K) )-
(4.0DO*DA/(3.14DO*ZMT'-2) ) 'RMP*Y(.K) "ORD) 
R(85) = -AS'R(5)-RHO'R(4) 
S£TURN 
£ND 
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